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PREFACE 

In the fast shrinking world, when man have been liTing without 

consciouaness of the heritage of each others values and tradition& and 

have now the innitable responaibilit7 of living aide by side, the 

important need tor mutual understanding and 1111tual appreciation cannot 

be overaipbaaised. To perpetuate free institutions and de~ent stamards 

of living, men of good-will have an imperatin moral obligation to 

strengthen the efforts at such universally' desirable aims. 

Looking at the United States as a vanguard in the free world's 

endeavour to maintain an atmosphere where Mn can live with dignity and 

freedom, and further viewing its global moral and material responsibilities 

in an age of intensive ideological warfare, it is of aome urgency in this 

day to race the dangerous lack of understanding between the aspirations, 

ideology and social, political am economic institutions of the 1111slim 

world on the one hand, and the overall western approach to that world on 

the other. 

Instead of an effort to understand an thus appreciate the Islamic 

values, thereby breaching that gap which has kept them separated fro• 

each other, the traditional western literature often deliberately', while 

at times unconscioual.1', has tended to discount, ridicule and often to 

condann .mu.slim institutions am thought. A glance at the stacks of the 

libraries or the western world may prove the foregoing atatement. It 

but fair to record that the muslim world has until recently, foolishl7 
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shut its eyes by refusing to face the tacts ot modem Ute. The 111U8lia 

world has yet to learn the techniques ot the Western world in the tielda 

ot education, health, irrigation and exploitation ot the net resources 

ot nature to promote the total dignity ot human lite. 

By appl.7f.ng human intelligence in the fields ot human welfare, 

bf harnessing the resources of nature to the service or man, the Western 

civilisation stands at its senith. At the same ti.Ile, a discerning eye 

finds deeper social cleawges, and at times poverty 1n face of plenty 

in the vest too. Among the muslills contributions to the cultural heri-

tage of mankind, ideologically Islam staa:ls for the utmost possible 

equality of man the human as he is, irrespective of color, creed or caste. 

The writer of the present paper is fully conscious of his own 

limited knowledge, keeping in view the magnitude and compluity of the 

problem or strengthening the moral underpinning of the contemporary 

political world. It is the hope, simply-, that the effort may point in 

the right direction, and be of some possible use to those who may be 

concerned with the same problem, in addition to being an effort to the 

writer's advantage. 

The main burden of the first chapter has been to analyze the 

views of soma of the most representative writers on so• of the basic 

problems of the present civilization, offering relevant Islamic alterna-

in the second chapter. The third chapter has been aclusively-

devoted to the idea of Equality in the Islamic system or social, political 

and econOJRic values; the fourth chapter being the critical examination 

of the theoretical expositions in chapters two and three. 
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It is hoped that, given the chance ot hapP7 marriage between the 

West's tremendous technological advancenmnt and hitherto undreamed ot 

standards of living and other material achieftlllents, and Islam's emphasis 

on universal human equality baaed on the invincible at human brother-

hood and of faith in God, could possibly' build a toraidable fortification 

against the forces of tJr&nnT and extreme materialism uncontrolled by &IJ1' 

ethical considerations, such as now threaten the spiritual and moral 

heritage of aanki nd. 

October, 19.58 
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Baja Mohammed Naib 

Uniftl"aitq ot Kansas 
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OHAP'?ER I 

BRIEF INTRODUCTION ON WORLD CRISIS AMD THE DF.MAND 
JOR A HEW MORAL APPROACH TO PCl,lTIOS 

The problem of mutual und.erstaming on a wide scale is vital to 

the continuation of the world civilization that emerged in the age of 

discoveries and that has brought all sections of manlcind into continuoua 

contact with one another. Gradually and painfull7 this culture has been 

seeking to regulate behaviour through ot humanit7, liberty, 

tolerance and reason, endeavouring in the later centuries to subdue the 

propensity of sovereign states to behave in the mamer of ferocious 

beasts while conceiving of themselves as gods. 

The individual's concept of morality and justice develops from 

the culture, nationality or religion in which he has bean brought up, and 

thus the moral standards of individuals differ from state to state. The 

representatives of different states may therefore differ greatly in 

judgment of what is right or just. This means that there are different 

cultures and various versions of good societ7. Along with the tendency 

to attribute all virtue, good and nobility to "ourselves" and bad faith, 

vice and lack of morality to • others" , runs the duel of diplomatic 

activity among nations in this age of tremendous scientific inventions, 

and of the relentless policies of nations to increase their national 

strength. 

The results are llUtual BU8picions, fears and conflicts. Here 

is, then, a time in which ideological conflicts llUBt be faced and it 
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possible solved. Otherwia• the social policies, moral ideas and 

religious aspirations or men, becauae of their incOJllJ)&tibility with one 

another, vill continue to generate misunderstanding and var instead of 

1111tual understanding and peace. 

In an ettert to obtain a clear statement or the nature ot the 

crisis an:l ot the need of a new moral approach to the complex problems 

or the time, it INl1 be useful first to anal,1ze a rev outatanding vorke 

of human intelligeuce, characteristic and. typical ot the timea in which 

we live. 

Oavald Spengler's Philosophy' 2f CiTilization 

Spengler's boot,l I!!! Decline ~~West. made a deep 

impression in the early twenties in Europe. It ay be fairly' said 

that this sub-continent was trembling with axbauation and. deeply' 

shaken in its deep.rooted sense of superiority as the natural leader 

of the world and as the source of intellectual activity and or 

industrial production and captial. Spengler's writings suggest a 

duality of viewpoint and of the author himself. One side is Spengler 

the autocrat, the militarist, the forerunner of national socialisaJ 

the other is Spengler the scientist, the thinker, the philosopher, 

the visionar71 one is the spiritual father of Hitler, the other the 

apiritual son of Goethe. Thie conflicting personality rejects such 

•aott• notions as impartiality, morality, and moral philosopbT. 

The essence of Spengler's philosop1JT may be stated thU81 

•Like all other torcea in nature, civilizations follow a common 

loavald Spengler, The Decline or the West (New Yorks Alfred 
H. Knopf, Mar.m1JJan, 1932)-. -
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pattern of birth, growth, decay and d•th. Hence it is possible to draw 

a parallel between the lite course of different civilisations, and to 

compare the consequent stages of each civilisation in the toms or their 

politics, economics, reJ,igion, art and science. 

Disappearance ot CreatiYeness 

In the last phase or ci'ri.lization the creative spirit dis-

appears. No new great creations appear, either in art, or in religion 

or in politics. The life becomes intellectualized and conmercialised, 

thus losing its creative drive. People manage with the situation as it 

is and the powers that be. In the period ot contending states, torrents 

ot blood had reddened the pavements or all world cities so that the 

truths or democracy- might be turned into actualities, and so that righte 

might be won without whioh life seemed not worth linng. These rights 

now have been won, but the grandchildren cannot be moved, even by 

punishment, to make use of them. In the Roman Civilisation, already' 

by Caesar's time reputable people had almost ceased to take part int.he 

elections. 

The Second Religiousness 

The second religiousness is the final phase ot each ci"ri.lisa-

tion, a return, in somewhat changed form, of the religious feeling of 

the springtime I culture which is every synon,moua with religious 

cre&tiftlleBB11 • Ivery great culture begins with a mighty- theme that 

rises out of the pre-urban country-side, is carried through in the art 

and intellect or the and closes with a finale ot matarialiam 

in the world of cities. 



Parliamentarianiam in Deoq 

With the apathy on the part of citizens towards public 

begins the era of the raplacraent of parliamentary institutions by the 

Caeears. With this enters the age or gigantic conflicts as we 

fiD:l ourselves in today. In Spengler's view every country, every 

nation, whether formally ruled by a monarch or dictator, by an olig-

arclJT or by a parliament, is in fact ruled by a small minority- driven 

by a strong will to power, an "aristocracy" in the original sence of 

that word-government by the best. 

It may not be difficult here to discern that Spengler exalts 

these considerations to a high degree of influence, since he regards 

them as universal stamards for all times and all nations. All who 

would accept either democratic form of society or ethical values as 

such MUst reject them as vigorously" as they have been put forward. 

Perhaps Spengler helped with his influence, to bring about the crisis, 

for he proclaimed the immunity of political behaviour from morality a 

favourite theme with German thinkers am politicians frm Luther to 

Hitlers 

The born statesman stands beyond true and false. He 
doesnot confuse the logic of system. He bas conn.ctions 
that are certainly dear to him, but he has them as a 
private person; no real politician ever felt himself tied 
to them when in action.2 

It may be recalled here that Hitler in Germany and Mussolini 

in Italy f'aithtully executed such ideas in international relationships 

in the early nineteen thirties, and thereby accelerated the tempo of 

the crisis of our time. 
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Arnold Toynbee• s !!!! _g,! 01 rilisation-3 

Barely twenty years later, on the other side or the British 

channel, a historian or equal, if not greater dimensions and ot wider 

rtsion that Spengler, set himself the task or probing into the laws 

governing the Ute and death or civilizations. 

~hm or Civilisations 

Taking up thirty civilizations, he proceeds to say that it 

is the th•e of constant rhy'thm, an up and down movement, a swinging 

of the pemulwn, which is apparent throughout the development or 

civilizations. The main form or the movement is that of challenge 

and response. A society is repeatedly faced by challenges to its 

well being and even to its ver:, existence. Its response to that 

challenge determines the future of' that societya if the response is 

ad.equate to meet the challenge the life of that society will continue 

enhanced by the internal and external rorca deriving from its success. 

If the challenge is not successfully met, the society loses its 

intrinsic value or its external prestige or its material welfare, 

perhaps to such an extent as to constitute virtually the end of that 

society. 

Breakdown of Civilizations 

The creative ainority can no longer bring up sutricient 

creative force to meet the challenge of the moment. It therefore 

loses its appeal to, aoi its spell over, the masses, and can only' 

continue to exercise its leadership either by force or by rendering 

the mimesis automatic and therefore empty. Thus a schiu 1n the 

lA.. J. Toynbee, ~~~History (New York, Londona Oxford 
University Press, 1947). 
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body' politic, a loss or social unit7 occurs, which 1a the beginning 

of disintegration. Coincident with schism in the body' politic 1a 

the "schism in the soul"• Creativity- in the individual is replaced 

by either abandon or seli'-aontrol, mimesis by' truancy- or martyrdom. 

A. aanae of drift and a sense of sin replaces the former creative 

elan. The differentiation which was the mark of growth is replaced 

by' standardization, a mark of decay-. 

Time of Troubles 

The disintegration and schism inherent in the phase engender 

a period of great political and social conflicts called •times of 

troubles". Heav.r and large scale warfare takes place between power-

ful states, alliances or ideologies. The "time of troubles" exhausts 

the warring nations and factions and creates among the masses a 

growing longing for peace and stability- above all. The next step is 

the establishment of a universal state by the strongest state or faction. 

The American sociologist H. E. Barnes takes exception to 

Toynbee's teachings as being dictated by Toynbee's religious con'fic-

tiona. He sayss "To unfold the drama of the past damnation and 

possible ultimate salvation of humanity, not sober and direct histori-

cal exposition, is the primacy aim of Toynbee.• Without entering here 

the controverq over the validity of either Toy-nbee 1s view or hia 

presentation, it seems more ~ppropriate to the present purpose to 

synthesize the view points discussed so tar. 
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Spthe1ia1 Pattern C1vilizationa4 

The fundamental source of decay does not• genera117. lie in 

the external conditions, but in the internal causes, notably' in the 

loss of creative force, which is depicted by Spengler as a domination 

by intellect over instinct, and by To;ynbee as a failure on the part 

of the leading creative minority in the society to devise ad.equate 

responses to particular challenges, causing a failure of society to 

adapt itself to the changing situation. 

The lack of capacity to adjust to the requirements of a new 

situation, has lodged us right in the midst of a "time of trouble"• 

or a "period of contending states", no matter whether this period 

started with the Napoleanic wars, as Spengler contended, or with 

World War I. The present century has already seen two wars of unsur-

passed magnitude and destructiveness, and another in Korea of consider-

able dimensions, together with other occurrences and problems aey one 

of which might easily have nared into another world conflagration--

The Suez C&nal episode, the Hungarian massacre, the French bombing in 

Algeria, India's intransigence in Kashmir in face of Security Council's 

resolutions favouring an impartial plebiscite there, the problem of 

the Middle F.ast, or that of the Reunication of Ger~. 

Furthermore, our century has given birth to an ideological 

warfare of widest scopes the fight between the Allleriaan w,q of life 

and the Communist "paradise" in Russia. The rise of nationalism in 

4J. o. De Beus, 'rhe Future of the West (Hew Yorks Harper and 
Brothers Publishers, 19.S)J, P• 72. - - -



Asia in the first halt century and the eYV increasing urge of men 

there to manage their own institutions, baa fina~ r88Ulted in the 

end of Western domination over Asia and elaevhere. 

The Yearning tor Peace 

8 

Under the ciroU111Stancea it is small wonder that the hankering 

for world peace, the desire for a universal state on the part of •I\Y' 

uong the masses who are sufferers from all this military, ideological 

and racial warfare, is growing by the day. The longing for peace, 

ever active as an ideal in the hearts ot un, has swollen, more widely' 

than is commonl.7 recognized, to a passionate err for surnftl.. 
Roughly' speaking, man seeks the solution in two directionas 

upward, in values that are higher than reaaonJ or downward, in values 

closer to earth than reason. Upward he seeks a&lT&tion in rel.1g1oua, 

philosophical, metap~ical or mythical solutions. A revival of the 

religious interest and needs is noticeable in a number of countries. 

In the United States, the percentage of population which is affiliated 

with the church stands at an all time high. At the same time, the 

success in JIIIIDT western countries of non-sectarian movements such as 

the "Oxford Group" or "Movanent for Moral Re&1'1118118nt11 is typical of 

the intellectual disappointment and spiritual hunger ot our age. 

It does not, therefore, sound nrpriaing that Toynbee in a 

speech at Edinburgh should have predicted that the nineteenth century 

moftlllent in the western world, which replaced religion by technoloa 

as the center of interest, will be reversed in the twenv-tirat centurr 

by a countel'llo'9811lent in which mankind will turn back from technolog to 

religion.S 

s 
Ibid., P• 103. -



Loosened Moral Standard.a 

As long aa spiritual and social lite was dominated b7 

religion, moral standards were part thereof. They were set forth in 

commamaenta of' superhuman origin. When the spiritual and social lite 

became secularized, moral standards lost their absolute character. 

Historical materialism, by proclailling economic factors as the origin 

ot all deYelopm.enta 1n society-, ine'V'itabl.y degraded moral standards 

to a mere function of' economic factors. 

Freudian psychology, by- proclaiming the priority- of sexual 

motive• over all others, relegated moral standards to the role of a 

mere function of the sexual factor. Added to these movements in the 

field or thought, at work for a considerable length or time, came the 

world wars (am the phy-sical contusion caused by- t.hem) and the looaen-

ing or social standards o.t' conduct and or family- ties which we have 

witnessed since. 

Loss or the Sense ot St7le 

Says Soroldn1 

Not idealism, but sensory- and visual naturalism is now 
supreme. Art is down to earth. It imitates sensate nature 
and empirical nature. It has particular inclination to the 
reproduction of the negative, the macabre, the pathetic, the 
passionate, the prosaic, the picturesque, and the ugl7 
phenomena of life. Calm serenity is gone, and instead we 
have distorted figures, suffering ugllnaas. WOlllen.1 who 
figure little in the classical art, are one o.t' the favourite 
IIUbjects in this phase. They are now depicted· •realistically', 
in terms of' voluptuousness, sensuality, sexuality,. seductive-
ness, and 'prettiness•. r19 spirit _of a purely- Sensate lpi-
cureani11111 is conspicuous. 

6ibid., P• 107 • 
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The alluring, prowcatiTe aspects of sex are today more openl.Y 

and •re frequantq depicted. than in the formar ages. A glance at any 

magazine rack or page of movie advertisements in &DT big city today 

will suffice to bear out this point. The danger does not lie in the 

fact that man is surrendering, but that he becomes an apathetic 

bystander in the fatal tragedy invading the domain d values by which 

he is distinguiahed from other animals. 

RealiBlll or Jingoiaa 

The 11realiam" which advocated. the freedom from moral restraints 

and the rejection of ethical considerations for the sake of national 

interests proved ultuaately the greatest illusion. Moral principle• 

of boneav, binding sanctity of international agreements, was nplaoed. 

by the mere scraps of papers in the books of so-called •real politician•"• 

The present day" world is torn by rival ideologies having only this in 

COlllllDIU that they do not set great store on 1piri tual values and 

religious faith as guides to men. Having lost their spiritual sheet 

anchor, man know no scruples in descenr:ling to the level of the beasts. 

"The sOTereign national state, this child of the modern age, notwith-

standing the mantle of nebulous moral obligation in which it likes to 

wrap itseli, still recognizes in the crucial JllDllents of its ovn de1t1Jv' 

no law but that of its own egoi.,_no high focus of obligation, no 

overrid.ing ethical cocle.•7 

Could anything, asks George F. Kennan, be more absurd than a 

world divided into several dozens of secular ~ies, each devoted 

l9S7. 
7oeorge r. Kennan, !,!!! American Diplomacz (New American Library, 
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to the cultivation or the ivt,h or its own overriding illportance and 

virtue, of the aaoronaanctity or ita own unlimited independence? 

The lasential Nature of the Crisis ----------
A penetrating and stilllul.ating analysis of the nature of the 

criais been given by Profeesor E. H. Carr in hi• book entitled 

The Conditions o! Peace. In this part of the paper we follow the -------
three-told explanation of the problem which he auggeata, i.e., the 

political, the economic and the essentially moral nature of the crisis. 

The Political Criaia 

The Allied victory of 1919 persuaded al.moat every country in 

Europe to accept the view or the victorioua powers that the world bad 

been made sate for d•ocracy. and obeequioualy, politicians 

elaborated democratic constitutions &Bi conferred political right. on 

their people. But by the nineteen-twenties, for .masses of the people 

all over the world, political rights had come to appear 

or irrele'ftllt. 

While parliaMnta17 goYernments 1n 1920 were poaaibq 
receiving greater liP-service than ever before, there was 
noticeable dillinution in its actual prestige 1n almost 
rneey country where it was officially established.a 

Liberal democracy, which reached its culmination 1n the nine-

teenth century, was a daocracy of the property owners. It interpreted 

"equalit7• aa requiring the removal of all inequalities N'Y8 those 

arising from the unequal distribution of wealth, and •libartq" as 

1943). 
8 I. H. Carr, Conditions or Peace (New Yorks Comnanv 

------ r-YI 
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liberty to behave and to use one's property in any- way not calculated to 

inflict ph1'sical damages on the person or the property of others. 

Before the end or the 19th century-, organised groups of capitalists 

were exercising a predominent influence on the political life of all 

advanced countries. The precise course of development varied consider-

ably according to the various conditions in countries like Oennan;y, the 

United Kingdom, and the U.S.A. 

Under the existing democratic institutions, the will of the 

unorganized majority is impotent to assert itself against the domina-

tion or organised economic power. It is a common belief now that the 

attitude &ncl the policies of the political parties in most of duocratic 

countries are determined only' in a minor degree b)" the opinions of the 

electorate which they purport to represent and in a major degree by the 

vested interests which suppl.J' the bulk of party funds. The national 

policy on vital issues is really- settled, as Marx alleged, not by 

democratic counting of votes, but by the result of the perpetual struggle 

for power between rival economic interests. Political rights thlls became 

irrelevant so far as they no longer conferred control onr those factors 

which determined the decisive issues of national life. 

Democrac7 is, thlla, to be judged partly- by the extent to which 

it succeeds in carrying the democratic principles of equality into the 

social and economic spheres. Similarly, liberty ff8T no longer affm or 

paramount importance to the masses unless it raises the banner of 

liberation from the economic, as well as the political, dmination of 

the more fortunate. The rights of nations, like the rights of men, 

lll&y' become hollow, if the7 tail to pave the way to economic well-being, 
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or enn to bare 1111baiat.ance, and if tbe,y o£fer 110 solution o£ the 

problems which .most affect the .man 1n the street and the Mn in the 

field. 

The Economic Oriaia 

The economic crisis which underlies the political 

exhibits with peculiar v.lvi.dness the failure of the aaUatied countries 

to adjust outworn forms of thought to a nn and reTolutiona17 age. 

Thia •••ma to be natural, not only because theories die hard and tre-

quentq outlive the condiUons out of which they arose, but also 

because the period 1n which those principles held swq was, tor the 

economical.11' most adftDCad countries of the world, a period ot 

unparalleled. advance 1n economic proaperiv and in political power 

and prestige. 

The hypothesis of a vast society of equal independent and 

mobile was falsified to an ever-increasing extant. The 

i.Miv.ldual counted for leas and less. The forces which dominated 

production and distribution amt which exercised a preponderant influence 

in the economc •aociet7• were a few higbJ.¥ organised interest groups, 

growing ever larger and. more powerful. To get a correct picture of 

the aocial and economie structure of the modern world, thought is to 

be given not to the number of the individual& cooperating and compet-

ing within the framework of a state, but to the number of large and 

powerful groups, sometimes competing, sometimes cooperating, in the 

pursuit of their group interests, al¥i to the state as being const.4Lntl.J' 

impelled. to increase the strength and scope of its authority- 1n order 

to maintain the neceaS&17 min:511Urn ot cohesion in the social fabric. 



The issue is whether to allow social action to depend on the haphual'd 

outcome of the struggle between interest groups or to control and 

coordinate the acti't'ities ot these groups in tba interests ot the 

oOIIUIIIUrl.ty. 

In an age when pain and pleasure were regarded as qualita-

tively meaeureable, it is hardl7 surprising to find axiomatic acceptance 

or the view which required no proof that the maxinmm production of the 

wealth would conduce to either JU.idffllJlll or minimum welfare. But the 

social conscience became increasingly recalcitrant to the view that the 

principal end. of the economic activity is to produce aa cheapl.7 as 

possible the maximum quantity- of goods which can be sold as dearl.1' aa 

possible. Price and profit could no longer be accepted as the sole 

factors determining the objects toward.a which the production resources 

of the oDIIIUllity should be directed. 

The var of 1914-18 hastened an economic revolution b7 proving 

oonclusiTely tt..at the most effective mobilization of the national 

resources for a given purpose is incompatible with reliance on the 

profit motive. The economic crisis of the nineteen-thirties breached 

the defences of the last citidal of laissez-faire. "'?he rulers of the 

mmbange of mankind's goods", said President Roosevelt in hia Inaugural 

Address on March 14, 1933 "line failed through their own stubbornness arri 

their own incompetence, have admitted their failure and abdicated. The 

measure ot restoration lies in the extent to which we app:q social 

values more noble than mere monetary pro.f'it.•9 

9 ~., P• 78. 



Even today in Great Britain and the United State• the price 

and profit mechanism is still commonly defended as the normal test or 

econOJltic policy, am the departure from it ia treated as a regret.able 

neoeaaity imposed by ezceptional circumstancea. The profit motive has 

been ao long placed b7 economists in the center ot their system that 

the people have come to regard it as a central and immutable tact ot 

bullan nature. The disappearance of price and profit as the dom1nant 

factors in the economic system involves a profound modification of the 

conception of property. In the first place, the social conscience has 

placed restrictions on the possession and on the use of great personal 

weal th. Taxation which, half a century ago, would have been regarded 

aa contiacatory, has been imposed on it almost everywhere. 

Thus the most urgent economic problem is no lODger to expand 

production, but to secure more equitable distribution o£ consumption 

and a more regular and orderl,y utilization of the productive capacit7. 

Whereas before, the producer, not the consumer, was able to harness the 

power of the state to his interests so that, in the great industrial 

countries, capital and labor formed a common front against the consumer 

and shared the same interest in maintaining both the level and profit-

ability of production, this is not so in the never order of things. 

Any thing that benefits t.be Capitalist as a 
whole, benefits by necessity this trade unionist-socialist 
110vement as it increases the total national income auil.able 
for distribution between the classes. Sociali8Jll aa an 
opposition from within is salutary and inevitable, but. 
accepts necessarily- the fundamentals of the capitalist 
social system..10 

10 P. Drucker, !!_!! 2£. Economic (New Iorka The John Day 
Co, 1939). 
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"During the past ten years," said Carr (1929-.39), "in some of 

the most civilized countries of the world, wheat am cotton haw been 

ploughed. in, coffee burnt, livestock slaughtered and milk poured •w&T•"ll 

Capitalism is at ita lowest when •the pigs are drowned" in the face 

of starving men. In 19.33 Preaidenca Roosevelt believed "that we are 

at the threshold of a fundamental change in our economic thought •• • 

that in the tutura we are going to think lesa about the producer am 

more about the con11Ua8r.•l2 

The ind.in.dual profit, which in the 18th and 19th centuriea 

pron.dad the motive force of the economic system, has tailed, &1¥1 to 

the side of the status guo no moral substitute appears t.o have been 

disoowred other than war-•nothing but var s••s sutticiantq worth-

while. Thia fact alone is enough to suggest that the economic crisis is, 

in essence, a lllOral crisis. 

The Moral Crisis 

The 1110ral crisis of the contemporary world ia the breakdown ot 

the system ot ethics which lay- at the root of liberal democracy-, of 

national selt-deteraination and laissez-faire economics. Liberal 

d•ocracy- assumed that the individual citizen would recognise the 

exiatence of a fundamental harmo.n;r of interest on particular pointa 

through a process of give and take to their mutual ad:'t'llntage. 

This was a •political theory which had replaced the conception 

of purpose by that ot 11echania11•. The 19th century- philoaophera, 

llcarr, !?P.• ~., P• 9$. 

12~., P• 100. 
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Regal and Marx, were t¥Pical. in their emphasis on the process aa such 

rather than on the end. Belief in intinite rather tban &DI' 

clear conception ot an ultimate end, supplied the sense of higher 

purpose. The lailaes-faire system had not, bowevar, in tact, 

aoral purpose. The maximwn production or wealth am its tried inatru-

ment, the profit motive, were elevated to the rank of a moral imperative. 

Perpetual u:paneion was the l\fpothesia on which liberal d•ocracy and 

laiaaes-taire econODlica were baaed. There were indeed ph3'sical limits 

in this axpansionJ and by the em of the 19th centlll"1' they had already 

bean reached. 

Under the jolt administered by the events of 1914-18 tha wheel 

c•aed to rewlve. In 192.3 the u. s. which tor three generations bad 

been known to the oppressed everywhere as the land or great open spaces 

and unlimited opportunities, closed the doors to iWP1grationJ and this 

more than any other action was the symbol or a world grown static and 

stereotqped. "By 1930 the moral cuent that heretofore held democratic 

veatern socie'li7 together had disappeared." 

•The essential thing", wrote Professor Tawney, •1a that •n 

should fix their minds on the idea of purpose and give the idea pre-

mnance over all subsidiary iaaues. 111.3 The economic naahine refuses 

to run until a nw moral purpose is discovered to replace the now 

mmauated and imperative profit motive as the driving forc&J and this 

purpose when it is discovered will also provide democracy,with a new 

source of social cohesion, which it needs to replace the discarded 

lJa. H. Tawney, !,!!! Acquisitive Societz., P• ll. 
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doctrine of the harmOIJl' of interests. The essential nature of the crisis 

through which we are passing ia neither .military, nor political, nor 

economic, but moral. 

A new faith in a new moral purpose is required to reanimate 

our political aJ¥i eoonomic systems. The great wars of the 20th centur,r 

are not between the poor and starring countries ot the world, but 

between the richest. And this shows that there ia no longer an econoaic 

illperative driving nations to tight. The principal eTil is .mald.ia-

tribution of the wealth, and two great enemies are unemployment and 

It frequently happens that during the normal and paaoetul 

circumstances the governments, through the selfishness ani the neglect-

ot its agents, tail to do justice in the matter of emplo.,emant 

and 8(lual treatment of the citizens. This in return creates division 

and discord within the social polity. The grieved groups yearn tor 
I 

abnormal conditions to change this unsatisfactory set up. The result 

is war. Apart from the emotional excitement associated with war, it 

provides a sense of meaning ani purpose widely- felt to be lacking in 

the modern lite. Hence war has become the moat powerful known instru-

ment or social solidarity-. And we cannot escape from war until we 

have found some other moral purpose powerful enough to generate aelf-

sacritice on the scale requisite to enable the ciril.ization to surnve. 



CHAPl'ER II 

THE ISLAMIC TRADITION IN THIS CONTEXT 

Having dealt with the econOJli.c inequalities arising out ot 

the maldistribution of the wealth under the capitalist system and 

the too JllUCh emphasis on the material aspect ot human lite, it ia 

intended here to discuss the Islamic tradition in this context and to 

consider it this could help relieve the social and economic and moral 

evils of our times. 

During the early" part or the Middle Ages two rival systems, 

one in the East and. the other in the West, dwelt face to face, 

ignorant and entirely" unappreciative of one another's ideals. Each 

claimed to exist by divine appointment and appealed for sanction to 

the revealed Word of God. The theory or the Holy" Roman Empire set 

before it as its aim a world state in which the .&nperor would be the 

universal sovereign, controlling and guiding the secular affairs of 

the faithful with an ever widening authority, until it should embrace 

the whole surface of the globe.l 

Similarly' Islam is a univeral religion aoi claims the allegiance 

or all men and women. Corresponding to the common recognition or the 

same creed there was to be a unity of a political organization in which 

all believers were to owe obedience to the supreme head of the comunity, 

the Caliph. But unlike the Holy" Roman illlpire, the Caliphate was no 

lthomas Arnold, The Early Caliphate, (Oxford University Press, 
1921). -
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deliberate imitation of a pre-existent form of civilisation or 

political organisation. The Caliphate as a political institution was 

thus the child of ita age. and did not look upon itself as tba riT&l 

of any political institution of an earlier date. 

Islam knows of no priesthood, ot no body of men set apart for 

the performance of religious duties which the general body or the 

faithful are not authorized to perform. For the understanding of the 

caliphate it is important therefore to recognize that the incumbent 

or the of'tice is pre-eminently a political twiction&r7• and though he 

may perform religious functions, these functions do not imply the 

possession or &l\f spiritual powers setting hi.Ill thereby apart tram the 

rest or the faithful. 

In any- theoretic exposition or the doctrine or the C&liphate, 

mention must be made of Ibn Khaldun (1332-1.406), one or the greatest 

thinkers that the mualim world has produced. With encyclopaedic 

knowledge am judpent sharpened by a wide and varied experience of 

affairs• he makes a broad sUrTey or muslim history and works out an 

attractive theory of the origin am development of human society and 

culture. 

Ibn lhaldun• descendent of one of the Prophet's supporters. 

while writing about his own Arabs of wholll he is proud• writes with 

utraord.inaey detachment about their veakneBSes. He lmows the 

glorious past of his civilisationJ he knows that the caliphate has 

represented the best. the ideal state. But he is aware that this is 

gone, and he does not want to restore it. For him the muslim state 

ia the best state, since it alone enables •n to attain happineH in 
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this world and in the world to come. As such it provides the norm to 

which the actual state is related, but like his contemporary, the 

Christia Marsiglio of Padua, he does not advance a return to this ideal 

society. Human association is a necessity, Aristotle had said; but 

Ibn Khaldun is not expounding Aristotle. His argument is based on 

his experience. Association for mutual help and protection is useless 

without power and authority. Men will destroy one another without a 

restraining authority recognized by all. Power confers authority-.2 

Ibn Khaldun has learnt from Arab tribes and their absorption in 

the Islamic empire that this support is given only by ties of blood 

and family. These ties create a sense of solidarity, J11Utual responsi-

bility am united action. Joined to the will to power this solidarity 

is the formative force in states and dynasties soon transcending 

tribalism aai common descent and replacing it by a common desire to 

maintain power and influence. This dynamic and collectiTe force he 

calls Assabiya. The stability of political order rests on the 

strength of the Assabiya. The Assabiya depends on the reinforcement 

of natural ties by some common ideal, such as religion. Mohammed 

started with blood brotherhood and transformed it into a brotherhood 

of faith. Ibn Khaldun believed that political stability is the 

greatest when Islam penetrates and invigorates family ties. 

It is true that free, manly, self-reliant life of country-
side gives way to the peaceful, protected life in towns 
which relieves other forces and desires. Manly- courage 
yields to obedience to authority. But this is inevitable 
since man has higher aspirations than the satisfaction of 

2Ibn Khaldun, Prolegomena, quoted by M. Muhsin in Ibn-Khaldun's 
Philosophy of History (London: Go Allen and Unwin, 1957). 



his physical needs and desires. Culture and oirllisation 
can only flourish under the protection of strong urban 
government with the growth of arts, crafts, trade and 
con111erce necessary to satisfy man's artistic sense, and 
or intellectual curiosity with the help of education in 
the sciences. It is no less inevitable that, once man 
goea beyond the necessities of life, greater comfort and 
ease should lead to a life of luxury, debauchery and 
lack of moral restraints. Moral decline goes band in 
hand with the political decline.3 
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Thus Ibn Khal.d.un appears to be the first medieval thinker to realize 

the lftUtual dependence of the different activities of the state. For 

instance, he saw the danger of monopolies. He understood that the 

higher taxes stifle production; but, more significant than this, he 

realized the direct bearing of economics on the stability and 

security of the state. The interest of the state is his paramount 

concern. Justice is not a moral obligation so much as a sound policy. 

Islamic Q!:!!!!: for Societ7 

What, as the muslim sees it., does Islam mean for the political 

economic and social areas of human life and relationship? To the 

student of Islam, religion pervades all life. It does not distinguish 

between the duty of the believer and the duty of the citizen as such, 

or between what is owing to God and what is owing to society. All 

man's social responsibilities are religious in character, and his 

religion is fulfilled not only in what ensues in the mosque, but also 

in the market place. Thus, in fact, Islam sets out to be an 

inclusiTe system in which the relations of the person to God pervade 

also the relations to his fellows. 

3Quoted by E. Rosenthal. Ibn Khaldun, The :rather of Modern 
Political Science, "The Listener", April 17, 19>8', pp. 6Sl=S2. 
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God has aent to men the knowledge of His will, and in 

obedience and. fulfillment the good life tor mankind ia to be attained. 

Those attitudes of llind and soul embodied in pray-era haft their 

counterparts in attitudes towards the world of fell0Vll8n. Islam 

qmbolizes the responsibility towards one's felloaen. Just as in 

Christian terms the world "Service• mq mean a good deed or an 

occasion tor so in Ialam the obligation of religion means 

behavior as well as ballet. •The pillars ot religion• in Islaa 

involve not only credal confession but the recognition of God in all 

raallls of hwlan conduct. The comprehensive quality of Islam is 

epitOlli.sed in the historical form of its genesis, from the .moMDt 

peoples and tribes became, ph;yaically as well as spiritually', tribu-

tary to Mohammed, the Prophet of Isl.all. In Madina, Islam came to 

signity an external as well as an internal loyalty. 

The Caliphate became the spabol ot the trusteeship of 

Mohammed's once for all prophethood and. or the perpetuation of bis 

model rw.ership. Both were perJl&llently .tuaed and re-.ined ideologically 

intact until this twentieth centu,ri. Thus it is in cOIIIIWlity, as 

including political expreaaion and political sovereignty, that !al.all 

ia r-.1.izeable. Properl.7 understood, the historical religion 1• a 

total way of lite, known and learned from the Di'V'ine disclosure and 

attainable in political, social and economic existence, by men on 

earth. Islaa believes that God merits and desires 1n this world a 

llUCh more active and immanent role in dai.1¥ lite than Jud.aisa and 

Christiant.tT have given to Ilia either in theory or in practice. To 

the auslim the separation of church and state in Protestant Christianity 
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and in modern western political liberaliam has resulted in the coercive 

conduct of international relations uncontrolled b1 religious or 

ethical principles.4 

The belief of muslims, christians and the jews that both God 

and the material soul of man are determined in character has the 

practical consequence of making the moral man in any sphere of action 

one who commits hi• will to, and if necessary- gives his life for, 

certain determined principles. For Islam, then, as for the west, 

justice consists in governing the individual persons and disputes 

under codes, commandments or rules which are assumed to be universal 

and which make all men equal before the law.S The basic sources of 

the cultural heritage of Islam am Christianity- do not seem to be 

much differing. In tact Islam gave to the West, through its Arabian 

universities in Spain, much of the source material and the enlighten-

ment which made the west what it now is. 

Dr. Sir Mohammed Iqbal (d. 1938) a auslim poet, philosopher, 

law;rer and statesman was an interpreter of those immuteable laws, 

which, in their operation, bring about the rise and fall or nations. 

His poetry- was born of a life time study of ~uaranic Laws. In this 

atudJ' his teacher was the Glorious Quran. The Quran contains nothing 

out of harmony with the progresa of scientific thought. The smallest 

particle in this universe, as well as the highly complicated system 

of the stars, are governed by definite laws. Nor is man left out of its 

lar. s. o. Northrop, The Tud.ng or Nations (Nev Yorks The 
Co., i9S3), P• 10;-- -

s C~laint and Answer. Translated by Allat Hussain (Lahores 
Mohi. Ashraf ress, @IiB), P• ). 



gonmaace. But -.n alone bu been endowed by H18 creator wi\h v1ll. 

Hie t.o the Lav mat therefore be oomto1oaa, not &NObllnioal.6 

Tb1a role or coneoioua, tr• choice and acceptanoe bT the 

individual peraon 1• the t>u1o uaumption oft.be vhol• of Iqbal'• 

Nlig1ou and pol1t1oal thought. Hie poetry, pbiloaopbl', pel.1Uoal 

t.btnk1n,a and act.ion bear an intlunce or the 

KoTauu-t, of of !inatein and of the Alleriaan Prot•aor 

Hocldng. 

'hnenltJ, wote Iqbal, needa tbl'ee t.blnga toedq-a 
-s,1r1tul interpretation or the uniYerN, emanoi• 
pat.ion of the ind1viclual and the buic pri.ociplN of 
an.1.Yeraal import directin{; the eTOlution ot human aoaiety 
on a apiritual bu1s. The ideal.1811 ot Europe newr .,.,_. 
a Udng factor 1n her lite, and the ie the perpetual 
ego ... kin& itHlt through U. •tuall,1 intolerant. daoonoi••• 
Bellne me, larope to-day ia the ll"•teat. hindrance 1n the 
"'1 ot aan•• et.h1o&l adftll0 ... ,.1 

Tb4t aauae he locatea at bottom 1a the too great aeparat.ion in 

Chr1ati&n1ty between ideal.a and t.he dail,1 lite. Tbu eapeoialll' 

in Luther'• Proteatant.1•, but it 1a true alao of C.tholiciaa. Tbe 

leeaon vhioh the riee &Bi outc011e or Luther's 110Ynent t.MohN abould 

not be lost. 4 careful reeding ot histol"J anowa t.nat the Retormat.1oa 

vu •eentially a poUtia&l 110veaent, and the net ruult ot it 1D 

la.rope•• a graoual tiiaplaoement. ot the univenal et.hie• ot Cbr19UaD-

1ty (1.e., the det1Dit1on ot good in t8l'll8 ot '1Diftl"Nl prlnc1pla 

boldln& tor all 111111rl'Npeot1ve ot itaoe, creed or natioa) by a e,»tem 

of national et.h1oa. 

6or. Sir l-1. Igbal, Reoonatnotion ot Tboybt in Islam 
(London, Oxtord Urd.v.-aitq ™• 1934). - - -

7tb1d., P• 170. 



the modern man haa ceased to live soul.tullg i.e., from 
within. In the domain ot though he is living in open 
contliot with himseltJ and in the domain ot eoonomica 
and political life he is living in open conflict with 
others. 
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It is a talee bifurcation ot man, said Iqbal, made by the 

Greek and the modern political philosopey when it diddea man into 

epirit and matter as with Plato and Aristotle or into material sub-

stances as with Deseartes and Locke, or into natural acience and the 

moral science as with Kant and aubaequent humanists. Islam does not 

bifurcate the unity of man into an irreconcilable duality of spirit 

and matter. In Islam, God and the universe, spirit and matter, 

church and state are organie to each other. Man is not the citizen 

ot a profane world to be renounced in the interest of a world of 

epirit situated elsewhere. To Islam matter is spirit realizing it-

self in epace and time. 

Ia it possible to retain Islam as an ethical ideal and to 

reject it as a polity in favour ot national politics, in which the 

religious attitude is not permitted to pla,- any- part? This question 

became ot special importance in India where mu.slims happened to be in 

a minority. The proposition that religion is a private individual 

experience ia not surprising on the lips ot a European. The nature 

ot the Prophet's religious experience, as disclosed in the Quran, 

however is wholly different. It is not mere experience happening 

inside the experimental and necessitating no reactions on his social 

environment. It is an individual experience creative ot social order. 

8ib1d., PP• 155, 177. 
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Its immediate out.come ia to be seen in the fundaaentala ot a politq 

with impliad legal concepts where civic significance cannot be 

belittled merely- lMlcauae their origin is rnelational. 

The religioua ideal ot Islam, therefore, is organically- related 

to the social order which it has created. The rejection ot the one 

will eventually' involve the rejection of the other. Thus the constitu-

tion of a polity on national lines, it it means displacement of the 

Ialamic principles of solidarity-, is simply- unthinkable to a 1111111lim. 

Thus the kingdom of God on earth means the daooracy of 
more or less unique individuals, presided. over by the most 
unique individual possible on earth. The democracies of 
Europe originated mainly in the economic regeneration of 
European societies. The democr&e7 of Islam did. not grow out 
of the extension of economic opportunityJ it ia a spiritual 
principle baaed on the assumption that every human being is 
a center of latent power, the possibilities of which can be 
developed by cultivating a certain type of charter.9 

The lelamic law is not something finished to the minutest detaila 

and God,,..gu1an in the ancient past. It has to be rei'oraulated. con-

tinuously. Only its basic creative philoaoph.7 and spirit is given 

by the past. This persisting spirit must be given a fresh expression 

in the light of mcdern knowledge, IIIOdern conditions and needs. 

!!!!_ Islamic Bconomic Organization 

Zakat, or the obligation to alms giving, embodies one ot 

the basic principles of social reaponaibilit;r by which the possession 

of wealth obligates the possessor to concern himself about those who 

lack what he enjoys. It distinguishes ideal.l,T between eHential 

possession and actual possession. The former 1a the right and stak8 
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of the communit:, in what any man owes. It teaches that what is mine 

in point of fact is that of the community in the ultimate reckoning. 

Private property is recognized on the condition of private benevolence. 

In musliJll social thought such is the conception of Zakat. 

This institution takes place together with Witness, Worship, 

Fasting and Pilgrimage among the five pillars of Islam. It has a 

clear Quaranic fores. "Perform the prqer and the poor rata•lO wae 

the fonnula of submission. Those who withhold the poor rate are a 

class synolJ1)110us with the idolaters (Surahxii. 7). Zakat as ser'Ving 

to identifying the muslim as such is also found in the Quran.ll 

The root idea of the word is purification. Property is 

not purely held which recognises no obligation in and ba:,ond possession. 

The Quran uses an alternative word for alms, "sadag.uat", which is 

nearl:, synon,mous and introduces the idea of rightness and friend.ahip. 

•sadaquat" are whol~ voluntar:,. On the basis of Quranio injunotiona 

and traditional exhortations the practice of alma giving became a 

basic social institution in Islam. "Take al.Ills of their wealth where-

with thou mayst purity them and mayst make them to grow up and prq 

for them.•12 

The use of Zakat when received in the ear~ c0111111mity was 

varied. It was distributed for the relief of the poor and need:,, to 

parents, widows and slaves and orphans and was also used in military 

l<>Quran, (Su.rah 11, 43, 83, 1101 177, 277 etc.) 

ll~., LVIII, PP• 12 1 13. 

12Ibid. -
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vq-s. By and large it was meant tor the internal soundnesa of the 

mualim conummity. The proportion of the payments of one•a poasessiona 

"Varied widely from time to time and also in respect 0£ different forms 

of propen,--land and its produce, wealth in gold and .1110ney, merchaoiize, 

and the rest. The generally accepted. limit was 2f per cent beyond 

which the believer was not required to go. There had been a direct 

method of payment. But the general considerations made it preferable 

tbat the transaction should. be public:1¥ supervised and adm1oistered.. 

When Zakat was officially levied as a tax, it still binged to a great 

degree on individual declaration of the propert)r. 

In modern times, with far reaching fiscal changes aupervening 

in all nmsUm countries, and with the rise of the state schemes of 

social welfare, there has been an instance of the tact that such 

taxation is not technical.l1' Zakat. Taxation is not confined. to the 

muslims but falls on all citizens, whereas Zakat is a musllm ordinance. 

The 11uslillls, therefore who pay taxes to-da.7 which are 
used in part for social welfare must not suppose that they 
are absolved thereby from their Zakat duty. The go"f'81"ment 
ot Pakistan so ruled recently when it agreed to foster the 
payment of Zakat by sale of Zakat stamps in government Post 
Offices. Pleas from some quarters that taxation by the 
state in the interests ot the poor of itself constituted 
Zakat were disalloved.13 

Zakat is understood by muslims as the basis of an ideology ot 

eocial responsibility. It is the institutional witness to the duty 

1.Jllplicit in ownership. Thus when fiscal policy in modern states 

undertakes to bring about economic equality through gradual taxation, 

poor relief and related measures, it is fulfilling the ideal tor which 

20,. llrbe Muall.m Magazine tor April, 1955, Nt 2 Vols 45, P• 
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Zakat bears witness. Though the llUBlim believer may be obligated 

to pay his poor rate, he baa the •tiataction or knowing that the 

witness of its continuity has shaped the concept ot all tuation and 

mad.a the state activel;r cognisant of the povert;.r. 

Zakat is the main aupport in the Ialud.c caae againat the 

evils ot both capitalism and coanuniBll. It renders the first innocuous 

and the second unnacaaaar;r. It draws the sting or both by depriTing 

Mani• of &ff1' legitimate argument against properv, and property ot 

8nY' scandalous features. The owner who truly in an active 

sharing, the debt his very property imposea on him, visa-vis the 

huan whole, obviatea the criticism which exploiting capitalism envoked. 

Thu the raison or detre of c omrmmism is deatroyed at the root; and 

capitaliam, by' the same to.ken, is diecipllned into validit;.r. C0111111unism., 

in the view ot the exponents of Zakat, is sufficiently disporved on the 

sole ground that, it it should prevail, payment ot Zakat would be 

impo88ible. Capital cannot be destroyed without the elimination ot the 

institution which harmonizes it. Further, Zakat, whM practiced, 

reverses the vicious spiral that Marx identified as the inner contra-

diction in capitalism. Zakat transforms it into a happy- spiral. J'or 

the distribution of alma atillmlatea popular purchasing power and thwl 

quickens the market, sharpens the production, boosts profits and ao 

finally rewards the payer ot Zakat ao:l gifts him a still greater 

inco• out of which to disburse again.14 

Though the crucial assumption about human nature is implicit 

in this understanding ot Zakat, 7et as the muslim. sees it, the 

l.4itenneth Cragg, The Call of the Minerat (Oxford UniveraiV 
Preas, 1956), P• l.S4. 
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institution of Zalcat solves what is at issue between the great rival -
philosophies of this century-. Islam, it is believed, had allf"1's the 

secret. It answers vi th charity the communist denial of the right 

to possess. It solves the problan of poverty b7 leaYe of the rioh, 

where Marx proposes to solve it by their liquidation. His insistence 

on the necessity of violence counters with the efficacy of exhortation 

and religious obligation. The Quran makes it perfectly clear that 

hoarding is hateful to God. Monopolists will be condignly punished 

in hell. Islam demands social justice and social neighborliness. 

Zakat proclaims f~ the aowreign principles "To have is to 

Share". Only' giving cleanses keeping. Property is a trust. The 

community is the context of' value. As these percepts are followed 

the Islamic good is actualized. Mankind is rescued from the .militant 

robbery of untempered capitalism. 

As a postscript to Zakat, two other .factors in actualization 

of Islamic ideology marit consideration. The law of inheritance in 

Islam, though of great intricac.r and diversity in details, makes in 

general for division, arri impedes the concentration of large capital 

veal.th in individual hands. The Quran and Sunnah give specific 

directions for the division of personal estates attar death and no 

bequests the testator may have made could override or disturb these 

proportions. Any tranaterrence of property the testator wished out-

side the provisions of law must be made during the testator's life-

tia actually to the recipient. No will could be -.de such as to 

settle property on heirs bay-om the all.owable proportions or b7 the 

deprivation of legitimate recipients. Thus inheritance becomes a 



means of distributing wealth, and so, in turn, a part of Islam's 

crusade against excessive capitalism. 
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There is no primogeniture. Sona are equally' treated. It is 

this fact together with the recognition of numerous secondary heirs 

who might- have been ignored in a free bequeathing, that has giYen 

musl.iJn inheritance its significance as a deterrent to exoeasive con-

centration of capital. •Thus the laws of Islam, when properly applied, 

prevent large acc11111ulations of wealth. The mulim Justice, Dr. Mir 

Siad.at Ali Khan of lqderebad. State, under this law, di'Yided an estate 

of some $5) 1000 between seventy heirs.•lS 

Along with the Law of Inheritance is the familiar muslim. pro-

hibition of usury. In Surah ii and 1111 Quran strongly condemns rib& 

or, in the generally accepted sense, the making of gain without due 

return or compensation. A careful distinction is made between usury 

and legitimate profit. One of the passages concerned, that in Surah 

11, is in fact a spirited reply to those who try to get away with 

usury under the plea of fair profit. The muslim economists have 

defined the distinction with great pains and ingenuity. It is 

suggested that the only' legitimate form of return for wealth is where 

the investor is personally involved in the enterprise and seeks no 

guaranteed return for his investment. It is asserted that, even in 

the modern world, banking, commerce and capital development are 

perfectly feasible on this basis. Instead or the present system of 

stock market transactions, where investors are entirely out of rela-

tion with the enterprise, that use their capitol and from which 

lSr. S. C. Northrop, The Taming of Nations (New Yorks Macmillan 
COlllpany, 1953), P• 171. - -
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thq demnd to recein assured gains, Islam enviaagea a direct rela-

tion of capital to enterprise in such a way as to Mke gains not 

usurious but legitimate. 

If a bridge or a road is to be built, for example, the 
government or the company should invite specific participa-
tion frDlll those with money to invest. They must be con-
scioual.1' linked with the work in ham and be rewarded from 
the fruits of that particular scheme. When the bridge or 
road is completed, the profits from the toll and the like 
are distributed proportionately when all demands of con-
struction am maintenance have been met.16 

The ideal is the form in which muslim economics seeks to 

shape in practice its conviction that there should not be exploita-

tion and that the will to work, not the will to make money work for 

you (presumabl.1' to somebody else• s detriment), is the true econoiq. 

This seems to be no less significant in face of the hardly concealed. 

gambling of the stock exchange. 

Zakat and the forms of inheritance and usury prohibitions 

together constitute the main elements of the Islamic economic system 

as both an ideal from which direction can be found and an active 

means for realizing the right. It is hardly necessary- to add that 

these three are corroborated by .many- Quranic am traditional passages 

calling for probity, honesty and integrity in social and commercial 

relationship. The Quran teaches the main basis of an economic plan-

ning as consisting of trusteeship, economic co-operation, limited 

pri'Y&te property and a measure of state enterprise. The overarching 

truth of God1s sovereignty means that man, properly understood, has 

no right of exploitation. 

16s. M. Ahmed, The Economics ot Islam (Lahore, Pakistan, 191,7), 
Chapter VII. - - -
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"Not one of God's created servants" says Sqyyid Qutb, "has 

the power to cut off any man's provision, or to vithold from h1lll 8.IJ7 

part or that provision.•17 

The tear of Goel is the final assurance of reverence tor law. 

In honouring God, man fulfills what such honor demands in his human 

relationahips. The basic principle is that there is an all embracing 

identity of purpose between the individual and the society, and that 

life in its tulness ia interrelated.. 

This system does not faTOur the distinction between church and 

the state made in some other faiths, between two orders or levels of 

hwsn lifea that of a political realm where feasible, enforceable 

stamiards or behavior can be legally demanded and applied, am that or 

a spiritual order where goodness must arise through moral and religious 

forces, to which law may bear witness, but which law cannot actualize. 

From the Islamic point of view there are not two realms of the good. 

Islam, as a law unto Goel, is seen as attainable within the political 

order. This view has been instinctive and characteristic from the 

beginning. Islam originated as a politico-religious expression and 

was intended by the Caliphate to remain so. Mohaamed, the Prophet, 

founded a state. He did not mere]3 launch a religion. It wq be 

more accurate to say that he launched a religion in founding a state. 

Through the Caliph the non-prophetic functions or the founder were 

perpetuated, the prophetic ones being already completed. The Caliphate 

stood tor the leadership of an ideal empire in which the perfect 

17soc1al Justice in Islam1 translation by John B. Hardie 
(Washington, 1953) (Cairo;'"°l9L5), pp 36, 68. 



amalgamation of the faith and society which the Prophet bad attained 

would be perpetuated for all time. 

The Islamic state is no less, and it is more, than a cultural 

expression. The Islam it aai'eguards and embodies is simply the 

recognition of the values of Islam through institutions am laws which 

reflect its spirit. Islam on its God-ward side, becomes the indivi-

dual's religious relationship, generall.7 informing the national 

heritage, but creating no dogmatic requirements for the state itself. 

Laws will not have to aatisfy any considerations other than the 

sovereign will of the elected assemblies. The right to elect and be 

elected will not tum upon any religious criteria. The 111USlim as such 

will be an equal citizen with any non-muslim who is also a citizen. 

The Ialamicity- of the state is cultural, general, spiritualJ not 

militant or divisive. 

Islamic idealism is not merely- an •ethereal minstreal". It 

is a concrete plan !or Islam, not merely 4ristotle1s philosophising 

that good cithens of a state ought to be good men too. Each member 

of society, elllbued with the right spirit of righteousness (cf. Surahii, 

177) is intended to develop a dynamic personality. 

The Islamic blend of rich subjectivity and powerful 
objeotive urge will guarantee not only the use of man as an 
encl, but the reaching of the ideal civilization. But 
before that much leeway has to be made up towards salvag-
ing t.he guiding subjectivity from the morass of disuse and 
unmeaning use, and §Stablishing convincing records of 
objective welfara.16 

As a conclusion to this discussion of the Isl.andc order for 

lmman society-, it appears appropriate to summarize the main features 

1~. R. Sharif, Islamic Social Work (Orientalia, Lahore, 19!6), 
PP• 22-2). 
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of marriage and family- in Islam. For the family is the 1'irat context 

or the individual, the earliest school of his habit and, therefore, 

a crucial factor in the struggle tor the good. The greatest and the 

most reprehensible Jlistake committed by the Western writers is to 

suppose that Mohammed either adopted or legalized poqganv. Attribut-

ing false notions to Mohammed, the traditional western scholarship has 

not been able to do justice to the ideolog:, of Islam. 

•It is very ditficult for a person living in any one culture, 

unconacioual¥ or unconsciously dedicated to its ideology, to do 

justice to the quite different economic, political, legal, moral, 

religioua and artistic doctrines and cultural "f'&l.ues of the peoples ot 

other cultures.nl9 It appears to be increasingly recognized, both in 

the West and in the Islamic world that the modern ci'fi.lization cannot 

afford the luxury or such damaging misunderstanding as has existed 

between Islam and the West. For instance, Dante20 made Mohammad a 

hereaiarch. Later writers dubbed him a sensual imposter. He was a 

fabricator and a devil, who swindled maey women. A preacher in the 

reign or James I characterised Mohammed as "that cozening Arabian whose 

religion, if it deserves that name, stands upon nothing but rude 

ignorance and palpable imposture ••• a subtle devil in a gross 

religion ••• a monster or lll8llY' seeds, and all accursad. 1121 

19,. s. c. Northrop, Ideological Differences and World Order 
(New Havens Yale University Press, 1949), Introduction, Preface:--

20nante quoted in!!!!, Q!!!. ,2!. Minerate by Kenneth Cragg. 

21Saanuel c. Char,!!'!,! Crescent and _!:h! Rose (New York, 1937), 
P• W6. 
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"The current hypothesis about Mohammed", writes Thomas Car'.cyle 

"that he was a scheming imposter., a Falsehood Incarnate, that his 

religion is a mere mass of quackery and fatuity, begins real.lJ' to be 

now untenable to any one.n22 If we look to the social orders preced-

ing the advent of Mohammed., we find that among the Athenians., the most 

civilised am the most cultured. of all the nations of antiquity., the 

wife was a mere chattle marketable and transferable to others. She 

was regarded. 1n the light of an evil, indispensable for the ordering 

of a household and procreation of the children. "An Athenian was 

allowed to have aqy number of wives, and Demosthenes glorified in the 

possession by his people of three classes of women, two of which supplied 

the legal and the semilegal wives.n23 

Marriage became a mere byword amongst the Romans. Polyg8JI\V' was 

not indeed legalized but "after the Punic triumphs the matrons of Rome 

aspired. to the common benefits of a free and opulent republic and their 

wishes were gratified by the indulgence of fathers and lovers."24 Even 

the prohibition of polygaiey- by Justinian failed to check the tendency 

of the age. The law represented the advancement of thought., its 

influence was confined to a few thinkers., but to the mass 1 t was a 

perfectly dead letter. "The Hebrew maiden, even in her father's house, 

stood 1n the position of a servant; her father could sell her if a 

minor. In case of his death, the sons could dispose of her at their 

p. 206. 

22Thomas Garlyle, Heroes ~~Worship (London: Chapman Ltd.) 

23oollinger (1877-1937)., !!!!_Gentile~ the Jew, pp. 405-406. 

24oibbon, !!:!!. Decline~ !d!! !?f. ~~Empire, vol II, 



will and pleasure. The daughter inherited nothing, axcept when there 

was no male heir."2.5 The pre-Islamic Arabs carried their aversion to 

women so tar aa to destroy, by bUJ"ting alive, many of their female 

children. 

The clearest enunciation in the Quran of the atatus of man 

and wife came in the passage in Surah xxx. 20. 

And one of His signs is that He created •tea tor y-ou 
from 1ourselves that 1e may find rest in them, and He 
established between you love and compassion~6 Veril.7 
therein are signs for a people who reflect. 

"Paradise is at the foot of the mother", said the Prophet. 

Mohammed secured to women, in his s1stem rights which they had not 

before possessed.J he allowed them privileges the value of which will 

be more ful.4' appreciated. as time advances. He placed them on the 

footing of perfect equality in the exercise of all legal powers and 

functions. He restrained poll'g&IIIT by limiting the maximwn number of 

contemporaneous marriages, and by making absolute equity towards all 

obligatory on the man. It is worth,y of note that the clause in the 

Quran which contains the permission to contract four contemporaneous 

marriages is immed.iatell' followed by a sentence which cuts down the 

aignificance of the preceding passage to its normal and legitimate 

dimensions. The passage runs thus, "You may marry two, three or four 

wives, but not more." The subsequent lines declare, "but if you can 

not deal equitably and justly with all, you shall marry on1l' one."27 

2Soollinger, !?E• ill• 
2¾uran x:xx 20. 

27Quran. 
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The extrem importance of this pro'Vision, bearing eapeciallT 

in .mind the meaning which is attached to the word •equity" (adl) in 

the Quranic teachings, has not been lost sight ot by' the great thinkers 

of the muslin world. "Adl" (equity) signifies not meral3' equality of 

treatment in the .matters of lodgment, clothing am other doaeatic 

requisites, but also complete unity of love, affection and esteem. 

•As absolute justice in matters of feeling is illlpossible, the Quranic 

pzoeecription amounted in reality- to a prohibition. 11 28 

Thus the Teacher who in an age when no country and no s;rstam 

gave aq rights to wolll8n1 maiden or married, mother or wife, who, in 

a country" where the birth of a daughter was considered a calamity, 

neuzoed to the sex rights which are on]T unwill~ and under pressure 

being conceded to them by the civilized nations 1n the twentieth 

century, deserves the gratitude or humanity-. 



CHAPTER III 

THE mill OF ~UALITY IN THE ISLAMIC TRADITION 

In the pre-Islamic era the condition of the masses in the East, 

as in the feudal ages of the West, was so miserable as to defy deacrip.. 

tion.. The lowest of them possessed no civil rights or political 

privileges. These were the monopoly of the rich and. the powerful or 

of the sacerdotal class. The law was not the same for the weak and 

the strong, the rich and the poor, the great and the lowly'. In 

Saaanide Persia, the priests and the landed proprietors enjoyed all the 

power and influence, and the wealth of the country was centered in 

their hands. In the Byzantine empire, the clergy and the great magnates 

were the possessors of wealth, influence and power. 

This chapter is concerned with the idea of equality in the 

Islamic tradition. Why the emphasis on this concept? Because of the 

depth and breadth of its political implications. In the Western 

world it bas been expounded at least since the days of Aristotle that, 

as he said, "What is just is equal." The dominant political trend of 

the last few centuries of western history, accompa.D7ing the national 

idea, has been that of the democratic idea. The essence of the 

democratic idea is the equality of man, universal suffrage and social 

justice. This emphasis on equality and justice in economic, social 

and political aspects has been emphasized in the traditions of Islam. 



On the idea of equality in the Islamic tradition the most 

representative and authoritative exposition is found in the book!!!! 

Spirit Isl.aniLvritten by a muslim author, Syed Amir Ali. This is 

one of the most widely read of books in almost all the mualim countries. 

His contribution in introducing Islam to the West is outstanding, since 

his book in the English language not only created the deaire for selt-

exainination within the muslim world but also produced many critics and 

commentators in the western world. 

In order to make clear the significance of the idea or equalit,r 

in the Islamic tradition, I would freely draw trom the main arguments 

of the author referred to above. Islam, says Amir Ali, recognizes no 

distinction or race or color; black or white, citizens or soldiers, 

rulers or subjects; they are perfectly equal. In the field or in the 

guest chamber, in the tent or in the palace, in the mosque or in the 

market, they mingle without reserve and without contempt. The first 

Muzsin (the person who summons the believers to the prayers) of Islam, 

a devoted adherent and an esteemed disciple, had been a negro slave. 

Zaid, the fre~-man of the Prophet, was often entrusted with the command 

of the troops, and the noblest captains served under him without d8JIIUI'. 

Kutb-ud-din, the first king of Delhi, and true founder, therefore, of 

the muslim empire in India, came from a family of the slaves. 

In Islam, the slave of today is the grarxi vazir of tomorrow. 

He may marry, .rithout discredit, his master's daughter, and become the 

head of the family. Slaves have founded dynasties and ruled kingdoms. 

1uer Ali, !!:!!, Spirit 2f. Islam (Oxford University Press, 1923). 
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The father of Mahmood Ghazanvi was a slave. These examples illustrate 

the matter of how difficult it 'IJIB.Y be to find in any other system, 

depicted 1n the pages of history, so humane an account of the position 

of the slaves. These men, to take the few mentioned, were slaves 

prior to joining the faith of Islam, and their background did not 

become an obstacle in their appointments to the positions of public 

responsibility. 

Not until Mohammed the Prophet of Islam sounded the 
note of freedom, not until he proclaimed the practical 
equality of mankind, not until he abolished every prin.lege 
of the caste and emancipated the labor, did the chaina 
which had held in bond the nations of the earth fall to 
pieces. He came with the same .message which had been 
brought by his precursors and he fulfilled it.2 

The Idea of Tolerance in Islam ---------
Having rooted our commentary' 1n the thought of the author 

referred. to, it seems appropriate to consider next the idea of toler-

ance in the traditions of Islam, because it has been alleged by a 

large n'Wllber of western writers that the religion of Islam has been 

spread by the sheer force of the swordJ and that the only alternative 

offered by the muslirns to the vanquished was either the acceptance of 

the faith or death. 

Now if we can separate from the over-all idea the 
political necessity which has often spoken in the name of 
religion, no faith is more tolerant than is Islam of the 
followers of other creeds. The Quran contains express 
injunctions on this point. There shall be no compulsion 
in faith. Guidance has become .manifest from error.) 
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And again it is said! "It is the truth from your LordJ wherefore let 

him who will, believe, and let him who will, disbelieve.n4 The Islamic 

principles of tolerance and respect for the religious institutions of 

other peoples is fully discernible in the guarantee wnich Mohammed the 

Prophet gave to the minorities of his day. 

To the Christians of Najran and the neighboring terri-
tories, the security of God and the pledge of His prophet are 
extended for their lives, their religion and their property--
to the present as well as the absent and others besideJ there 
shall be no interference with (the practice of) their faith 
and their observances; nor any change in their rights and 
privileges; no bishop shall be removed from his bisopric; nor 
any priest from ~s priesthood; nor any monk from his monastery; 
and they- shall continue to enjoy every thing great and small 
as heretofore; no imaJe or cross shall be destroyed; they shall 
not oppress or be oppressed; they shall not practice the rights 
of blood vengeance as in the Days or Ignorance; no tithes shall 
be levied from them; nor shall they be required to furnish pro-
visions for the troops.5 

This guarantee also appears, in an abridged form, in the outstanding 

work !h! Life of Mohammed by Sir '.~illiam Muir. 6 The toleration and 

generosity with which the non-muslims were treated are evidenced by 

the fact that the Zimrnies (i.e., monorities) could be nominated as 

executors to the wills of the muslims; that they often filled the 

offices of the rectors of muslim universities and other educational 

institutions, and or curators of muslim endowments so long as they 

did not perform any religious functions. In the beginning the military 

co.nmaois, for obvious reasons, were not entrusted to non-mualims, but 

~uran, Xviii, JO • 

.5!!!! Spirit Islam.. 

6wm1am Muir, !h!_ .2£. Mohammed, Vol. II. P• 229. 
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all other posts of emoluments and trust were open to them equally with 

the muslims. This equality was not merely theoretical, for from the 

first century of Hegira, lmown in the European channels ae the "Flight 

of Mohammed", we find important offices of the state held by the 

Christians, Jews and Magians. The Abbasides with rare exceptions 

recognized no distinction among their subjects on the score of religion. 

And the dynasties that succeeded them in power scrupulously followed 

their example. "It the treatment of non-muslims in Islamic countries 

is compared with that of the Christians under European governments, it 

would be .found that the blance of humanity and generosity, generally 

speaking, inclines in favour of Is1am.n7 

Under the Mughal Emperors of Delhi, Hindus commanded armies, 

administered provinces and sat in the councils of the sovereign. Even 

at the present time, can it be said that in no European empire, ruling 

over mixed nationalities and faiths, is any distinction made of creed, 

color or race? Even the largest and the most invincible vanguard of 

the free world has not been in a position to tackle the problem of 

human equality. In an age of ideological warfare, this failure may 

prove, as a recent work by A. A. Berle emphasizes, to have been greatly 

against the national interests of the u. s. A. 

Our government may spend years and millions in building 
up a 'good neighbor policy' towards Latin America, but the 
Latin Americans will still question whether we can be 
regarded as good neighbors if8we regard the peoples to the 
South as inherently inferior. 

7Amer Ali• The Spirit .!?!_ Islam, P• 276. 

8Ad.olf A. Berle, Jr., Race Prejudice and Discrimination, edited 
by Arnold M. Rose (New Yorks Allied A. Knopt,""1951)., pp. 10, 17. 



Mr. Berle continues furthers 

But to insist upon individual loyalty to the u.s. at the 
same time that the white population refuses the corresponding 
duty or recognition, equality and acceptance sets up an 
intolerable strain. It must be assumed that the strain will 
be exploited to the limit if the u.s. is ever tested by another 
world var. Perhaps it is not too much to say that the sadest 
luxury or race discrimination is the greatest single •~rategic 
threat to the politico-military safety of the country. 

The necessity of a dii'ferent approach to the vital problem of 

human relationship has recently been emphasized by humanitarian U.N. 

agencies and well-meaning people all over the world. Says Humayuns 

A charter of human rights must therefore be based on the 
recognition of the equal claims of all individuals within 
one common world. It is necessary to emphasize this because 
of one fundamental flaw in the western conception of human 
rights. Whatever be the theory, in practice they often 
applied only to the Europeans and some times to only some 
Europeans. In fact, the western conception has to a large 
extent receded from the theory and practice of democracy set 
up by-early Islam, which did succeed in overcoming the dis-
tinction of race or color to an extent experience neither 
before nor sinca.10 

Islamic Foundations or a Constitutional Government -
Islam gave to the people a code which, however archaic in its 

simplicity, was capable of great development in accordance with the 

progress of material civilization. It conferred on the state a 

flexible constitution, based on a just appreciation or human rights 

and human duty, it limited taxation and made men equal in the eyes of 

the law. It consecrated the principle or self-government and established 

10ilumayun Kabir, Human Ri~ta - A symposium. The Islamic Tradi-
tions and the Proble11Bot-ro=a:y ondon; NevYorks Allen W'ington, 19So), 
PP• l9t:I92. 
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a control over the sovereign power by rendering the executive authority 

subordinate to the law--a law based upon religious sanction and moral 

obligation. 

The excellence and effectiveness of each of these princi-
ples, says Urquhart, (each capable of immortalizing its 
founder) gave value to the rest, and all combined, endowed 
the system which they formed with a force and energy exceeding 
those of any other political system. Within the lifetime of 
a man, though in the hands of a population, wild, ignorant 
and insignificant; it spread over a greater extent than the 
doainions of Rome. While it retained its primi ti va character, 
it was irrisistibla.ll 

An examination of the political conditions of the muslims 

under the early Caliphs brings into view a popular government adminis-

tered by an elective chief with limited powers. The prerogatives of 

the head of the state were confined to administrative and executive 

matters, such as the regulation of the army, transaction of foreign 

affairs, disbursement of the finances, etc. But the Caliph could 

never act in contravention of the recognized law. The tribunals were 

not dependent on the government. Their decisions were supremeJ and 

the early Caliphs could not assume the power of pardoning those whom 

the regular courts had condemned. The law, in the days of early Islam, 

was the same for the poor as for the rich, for the man in power as for 

the laborer in the field. Though it could not have been so to the 

extent of perfection, the practice was far more close to the ideal, 

than it has been recently in Islam. 

An incident which occurred during the Caliphate of Omar, 

(634-44), the second Caliph of Islam and one of the greatest adminis-

trators, renects the high degree of equality of all aen in Islam. 

11urquhart, !!!.!. Spirit £!. !:h!. !!,!!, Vol. I, Introd. P• XXVIII. 
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Jabala, the king or Ghassanides, having embraced the faith was perform-

ing the circumambulation or the Kaaba, when a hwnble pilgrim engaged in 

the same sacred duties accidently dropped a piece or his pilgrim's 

over the royal shoulders. Jabala turned furiously and struck him a 

blow which !mocked out the poor man's teeth. 

The poor man came to me, wrote the Caliph, and prayed for 
redress; I sent for Jabala, and when he came before me I 
asked why he had so ill-treated a brother musllm. He answered 
that the man had insulted him, and that were it not for the 
sanctity of the place he would have killed him on the spot. 
I answered that his words added to the gravity or his offence, 
and that unless he obtained the pardon of the injured man, he 
would have to submit to the usual penalty of the law. Jabala 
replied, 11 am a king, and the other is only a common man'. 
King or no king both of you are muslims and both of you are 
equal in the eye of law. He asked that the penalty might be 
delayed until the next day; and on the consent of the injured, 
I accorded the delay and Jabala escaped during the night and 
joined the Byzantine emperor.12 

The whole episode had been communicated by the Caliph to 

the commander of the muslim troops in Syria. Similar communications 

appear to have been .frequent under the early Caliphate. No person in 

the camp or in the city was a stranger to public affairs. Every Friday, 

alter divine service, the commander of the faithful mentioned to the 

assembly the important nominaticns and events of the day. The prefects 

in their provinces followed the example. No one was excluded from 

these general assemblies of the public. It was the reign of democracy 

in its best rorm. The Pontiff of Islam, the commander or the taithtul, 

was not hedged round by any divinity. He was responsible for the 

administration or the state to his subjects. 

12.Amer Ali, Spirit of Islam, p. 279. 



Now it would seem difficult for a new government, introduced by 

the force of arms, to conciliate the affection of the people at once. 

But the early Saracines offered to the conquered nations motives for the 

greatest confidence and attachment. At the head were chiefs of modera-

tion and gentleness such as Abu-Obadah, who tempered and held in check 

the ferocity of soldiers like Khalid, and who maintained intact the 

civil rights of their subjects. They accorded to all conquered nations 

the-completest religious toleration. Their conduct might furnish to 

lll&IJ1' ot the civilized governments of modern times high examples of 

civil and religious liberty. They did not lash men and women to death. 

They did not condemn innocent females to Siberian mines and to the 

outrageousness of their guards. They had the sagacity not to inter-

fere with any beneficient civil institutions existing in the conquered 

countries, which did not militate against their religion. 

The measures taken by the second Caliph, Omar, to secure the 

agriculatural prosperity of the people evinces an ever present solicitude 

to promote their well-being and interests. Taxation on land va3 fixed 

upon an equal and moderate basisJ aqeducts and canals were ordered to be 

made in every part of the empire. The feudal burdens, which had 

atllicted the cultivators of the soil, were absolutely wittnrawn,- and 

the peasantry were emancipated from the bondage of centuri~s. Admit-

ting no privilege, no caste, the legislation produced two grand results--

that of freeing the soil from factitious burdens imposed by barbarian 

laws and assuring to the individual perfect equality of rights. Its 

remarkable success an:i marvelous effect upon the minds of men has 

given rise to the charge that, as a religion or the sword, Islam was 

propagated by the sword and upheld by the sword. 



The Interdependence of Spiritual, Social and Economic 
- Aspects in the Islamic Political View 

The above conception of a weltare state is supported by 

nUJllerous Quranic injunctions, and has been remarkably explained and 

interpreted in the socio-political and economic spheres by Mohammed 

Zatarullah, former foreign minister of Pakistan and at present the 

judge of the international court of justice. Zatarullah is widely 

reepeoted in the muslim world and in the west for his knowledge and 

ability. 

God commands you that you entrust political authority 
to those who are best capable of discharging this trust, and 
when you are called upon to judge between the people, judge 
with justice and equity. Surely excellent is that which 
God admonishes you. God ia all hearing, all seeing.13 

Several principles are deducible, says the judge of the world court, 

first, that under God sovereignty- rests with the people. It is for the 

people to entrust various aspects of political authority- into the 

hands or the persons who are deemed most capable of carry-ing them into 

effeot. Attention is thus drawn to the very important principle that 

·the exercise of the franchise and the performance of the functions of 

representation and of executive and judicial offices are all in the 

nature of a sacred trust and must be approached and carried out in 

that spirit. 

This exhortation at once lifts politics from the arena 
of controversy, conflict am sordid manauvre into the 
exalted sphere of a moral and spiritual function. The proper 
exercise of the franchise is the key to the successful work-
ing of d~pcracy. This is emphasized in mandatory- language 
in Islam.14 

13Quran, IV, $9. 

14Islam and the West (proceedings of the Harvard Summer School 
Conference cmMiddle East}7° edited by Richard N. Fry-e (Gravenhages 
Mouton and Co., 1957). 
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"Consult them in the matters of administration.nl.5 Mutual 

consultation and advice is deacribed as a characteristic of the muslill8. 

•Those who hearken to their Lord and observe prayers, and whose 

are decided by mutual consultation, and who speoi out of whatsoever We 

have provided for them.nl6 

It was this qstem and training which converted. so many unlettered 

and untutored dwellers of the desert into such efficient executives and 

administrators in so short a time in the early years of Islam. The 

central fundamental point or doctrine in Islam is the unity or God. 

Everything else stems from that. God is one, He is also unity. All 

else proceeds from Him and depends upon Him for support, sustenance am 

advancement. All mankind are His creatures and servants. Islam 

recognizes no privileges based upon race, family, color, office, wealth, 

etc. The only badge of nobility, as it were, is the degree of righteous-

ness or a person's life. •o mankind, We have created you from man and 

woman, and We have made you peoples and tribes that you may recognize 

one another more easily. Verily the most honorable among you,in the 

sight of God, is he who is most righteous among you. Surely God is 

All-knowing, All aware. 1117 

As Islam does not recognize any class, nor any privilege baaed 

upon any class distinctions, its economic and social values are all 

lSQuran III, 160. 

l~an XLII, 39. 

l7Quran XLIX, 14. 
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designed to establish in practice the brotherhood. of man on the basis 

of equalit,T and dignity. In fact Mnkind are warned that if they will 

not cultivate true love for each other and practice sincere brotherhood, 

they may be pushed to the "brink of a pit of fire." 

Social Aspect 

In the social sphere, Islam has sought to anphaaize the spirit 

of brotherhood and equality by instituting and insisting upon simple 

standards and dispensing with formality and ceremonial. Liquor and 

all intoxicants, as well as gambling, are prohibited, and moderation 

is enjoined in the matters of food and drink. 11It is pointed out that 

the uae of intoxicants and indulgence in gambling would foster enmity 

and hatred an:i neglect of prayer am remembrance of God.nl8 

With some exceptions the social intercourse in Islamic society 

has throughout been perfectly easy a.Di free and a consciousness ot 

brotherhood and equality has always been kept alive. At the five 

daily services in the mosque, no discrimination of any sort is per-

mitted, by- way or allotment ot seats or pews, and access is open to 

all alike. The yearly pilgrimage to Mecca, where all pilgrams are 

intonnally clad in two simple white sheets, and the annual fast extend-

ing over a month with its uniform discipline, these tend in the same 

direction. 

!!!!, &:onomic Aspect 

It is perhaps in the economic sphere that in the present age the 

values sought to be inculcated by Islam would arouse the keenest interest. 

18 l Quran, v, 9 -92. 
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Islam starts with the tundamental fact that the original sources ot 

wealth--the earth and its capacities and treasures, the sun, the moon, 

the stars, the atmosphere, clouda, rains, etc.--are the gifts ot God 

to all mankind, and that these have been subordinated to man and sub-

jected to his service. There can, therefore, be no property- in them. 

Wealth is produced by the application of knowledge and skill to the 

use of these sources. This involves the use of skill, capital and 

labor, but must also be shared with the comnnmity- as a whole, as 

trustee of God's bounties which are the original sources of all wealth. 

This share of the community- is recovered through a capital levy called 

the!!!!!• The root ot the word is!!!!!, i.e., "he purified", or 

"he fostered". This le-,y has both characters. By separating the share 

or the community it purifies the rest and makes the rest lawful for 

division between skill, capital and labor. 

The proceeds of this levy are to be devoted towards purposes 

designed to foster the welfare of the comm.unitT; e.g., the relief of 

poverty and distress, the provision of public works for the benefits 

of the cOlllllunity at large, the maintenance of scholars and research 

workers and of those who devote themselves to the service of man, 

the provision of capital for those who possess useful skills but lack 

necessary capital to put them into practice, etc. "Take out of their 

wealth alms so that thou mayst through it purify them and foster their 

welfare."19 And "An alms that is levied on the well-to-do is returned 

to those in need."20 

19Quran, IX, 103. 

20Tradition of the Prophet. 
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It is a legal 1~ imposed by the state and is to be distin-

guished from the public and private charity to which also the muslims 

are repeatedly and emphatically- exhorted by the Quran. With regard 

to the use and application of the wealth, Islam aims at the widest 

possible distribution and constant circulation. The Zakat just 

referred to is one of the means of securing such distribution and cir-

culation. •Hoarding and holding back are most severely condemned as 

heinous sins entailing the defeat or their own purpose arxl severe 

penalties.n21 

Behold you are those who are called upon to spend in 
the way- of God and of you there are some whose hold back 
is being miserly- only against his own self. God is sell'-
sufficientJ it is you who are needy. If you turn awq, 
He will bring in your stead a people other than 7ou. Then 
they will not be like you.22 

It ia pointed out that in the substance of the well-to-do, the needT 

have a share to which they are entitled. "In their wealth was a share 

for those who could express their needs and those who could not.•23 

•so give to kinsmen his due and to the needy, and to the wayf'arer·that 

is best for those who seek the favour of God. It is they who will 

prosper. 11 24 

2~an, IX, 34-35, IV, 37-38. 

2~an, XLVII, 39. 

23Quran, LI, 20. 

2~an, XXX, 39. 
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!!!!. Concept 2f. Interest 

The taking of interest is prohibited, because it restricts the 

circulation, accumulates wealth in a few hands and fosters wars.25 

Trade, commerce, partnership, joint stock companies and other commer-

cial ventures and activities are not restricted. The principle is that 

a person may invest his money in any legitimate venture which puts 

wealth into circulation, promotes employment, and fosters the welfare 

of the community. What is prohibited is a transaction the essence of 

which is that one person advanced money or makes a loan in kind with 

a stipulation that he must receive a fixed return for the use of the 

money or the commodi~y lent, irrespective of what may happen to the 

subject matter of the loan. So long as the transaction is one which 

is designed to foster the welfare of the community through the circu-

lation of wealth aoi the promotion of the industry and commerce, and 

the person participating in it by way of investing money accepts the 

risk of loss and becomes entitled also to the share in profits, there 

is no objection. 

!h! 2£ Inheritance 

Another device aimed at breaking up accumulation of wealth 

or property and securing a wide distribution is the Islamic law of 

inheritance, the number of heirs is apt to be quite numerous. Should 

a man die leaving his surviving father, mother, widow, sons and 

daughters, every one of them would be an heir and would receive a 

2.5 Quran, II, 276-280. 
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prescribed share in the inheritance. The qstem thua breaks up wealth 

in each generation. Islam recognizes individual ownership and private 

property- and giTes it a full legal protection. It does not restrict 

wealth, but regulates the modes of its acquisition am the purposes to 

which it must or rray- be applied. 

Thus the idea of equality has been the most important concern 

of Islam throughout the social, moral and economic aspects of human 

lite. Fourteen centuries ago, the prophet Mohammed declared, "The 

aristocracy of the old time is trampled under my feet. The Arab has 

no superiority over him that is not an Arab, and he that is not an 

Arab has no superiority over the Arab. All are children of Adam and 

Adam vaa made of earth. 11 26 It is to be noted that the Arabs of the days 

of the prophet were prouder of their race than are the white people of 

our clays in the west. But the aristocracy- of the old time was 

uprooted by the Great Advocate of equality between man and man, and it 

is that equality alone which can eradicate racial prejudice. The world 

is on its way to universalism, and the work of Mohammed in this 

connection ru:r soon be completed. "They are the equal members of the 

family- of God, be they white or black, colorless or colorad.•27 

Islamic Universalism 

Never has there been an obstacle to huMn progreBB so great as 

the idea of inequality of mankind-an idea glaringly opposed to all the 

26ihawja lamaluddin, Islam and Civilization. Muslim Mission 
and Literary Trust (Oxford University PreH, 1934) (The Woking Mosque, 
1931), P• 66. 

27Quran, II, 213. 
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best tendencies or general civilisation and culture. "And they sq that 

none shall enter the garden (or paradise) except he who is a Jew or the 

Christian. These are their vain desires.• "Surel)r those who believe, 

and those who are Jews, am the Christians, and the Sabians, whosoever 

believes in Allah (Ood) and the last day and does good, they a.hall have 

their reward from their Lord, and there is no fear fr0111 tbem.J nor shall 

they grieve. 1128 The Hoq Quran thus, from the viewpoint or a musllm, 

among the books in the religious literature has done more than any- other 

to deal an effective blow to all sorts of false distinction and intoler-

ance, am to give a character of unity and liberty to all mankind. If, 

in the light of the Quranic passage just quoted, we make good actions 

the only criterion of honor and distinction, then all the national, 

linguistic, color and territorial disturbances that have proved to 

be veritable curses for humanity will disappear. 

To teach, on the one hand, that there is only' one God 
for all and that His mercy and blessing as Rabb (God) are 
equally meant for all and to announce, on the other, that 
all men are members of the same family-, that there are no 
auch divisions in humanity as exist between the West am 
the Ea.st; and further to level all distinctions of nation, 
race, color and community by upholding rectitude of action 
as the only' mark of distinction; and lastly- to class all 
virtuous men as brothers to one another--are the four glori-
ous achievements of Islam, the parallels of which are nowhere 
to be found in the history of mankind.29 

A corrollary of brotherhood is equality. Equal before God, 

the 11.uslims are equal among themselves. Among the believers the 

28Quran, II, 62. 

291ama1uudin., !?J!.• ill•, P• J6. 
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superiority is marked onl3 by priority in faith or by strict observance 

or its percepts. "O Quraish God has suppressed among y-ou the pride or 

nobility- and the arrogance of the till'les of ignorance.•30 F,quality before 

law is a fundamental basis or the whole system, political as well as 

civil. "Let them all be equal before thee," say the celebrated instruc-

tions or the caliph Umar to Abu Musa al Ashari, "in respect or tiw-

justice and tribunal, lest the powerful put their hope in thy partiality, 

and the weak deapair or thy justice." This absolute equality was pro-

claimed at a time when it was practically unknown throughout the 

Christian world. 

'l'hese values, desired to be inculcated by Islam, rDlJ.1 well be 

of help in a world which, Professor Toynbee31 says, as a whole is 

suffering today from the sudden confrontation, at close quarters, of 

races, civilizations, and religions that have lived in isolation from 

one another in the past. Suddenly, as a result of the annihilation or 

distance by technology, we have been compelled to live together on 

intimate terms, before we have had time to get to know and to umer-

stand one another and to adjust our behaviour to our neighbor's 

behaviour. 'l'his, Toynbee adds, is a dangerous situation, and it is 

bound to last for some time, since technology has brought all into 

physical juxtaposition tar more quickly than the human psyche can 

adapt itself' to the new physical situaticn • 

.30T. w. Arnold and Alfred Guillaume, !!:!!, Legacy or !!!!! 
(Oxford University Press, 1952). 

3lcresoent and Green (A misce~ of Writings on Pakistan), 
Chapter I •Pakistan as an Historian Sees Her, (Londons Cassel and 
Company, Ltd, 19SS), P• 1. 



Looking as an historian to the state of Pakistan, Toynbee 

recordss 

One thing that Pakistan obTiously does stand for already 
is the transceming of physical and linguistic differences by 
a connon religion. If in Pakistan political allegiance were 
to be decided on lines of race or language, Pakistan would 
:1.Jmnediataly f'all to pieces. Fort'Wlately a co.1M1on adherence 
to Islam has proved itself a stronger spiritual force uong 
Pakistani muslims than differences which otherwise might bave 
been disruptive. Pakistan contains numerous and valuable 
minorities. The •jority community and the several minority 
communities, i.e. Hindu, Sikh and Christian, have the tuk: ot 
.li'ring wgether as fellow citizens, and, more than that, as 
friends. In so tar as they succeed in achieving this, they-
vill be doing a piece of pioneer spiritual work, not only' 
tor themselves, but for the world as a whole.32 

32 Toynbee, 22.• ill•, P• 12. 
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OHAPTU IV 

THI LIMITATI02~3 01'' PRACTICAL REALITI 

It baa been rq endNYOV 1D ohaptera II and III ot thia paper 

to at.t...pt the doctrinal apoe1t.1on ot the laluic ftluee auch •• haft 

political illpllcationa1 nuely t.he idea of equallty ot mankind, the 

aonoept, ot production and diat.ribution ot wealth, the reeponaibil1ty ot 

pol1'1cal autbOrlU•• toward• the citlsena, and the idea or 
atncture in the Ialulc natlone. The anain ccnoern bas been '111th the 

theoretical expoa1t1on or Y&l.uea and not v1th their practical 

A glance at. the and econOAio oond.1t1ona ot IelMio 

oounVlu would aholr that. leader• 1n racent cent.uriu baYe tailecl to 

gin pract,ioal ettect to the ideals or the faith. It. appropriate 

at tb1a at.age to auina critioallT t.hoea doot.rinea and. traclit.iona 

v1tb reference t.o their applloat.1on, and to explore the otte.rlog 

cbano•• or rNdjaataeat or or of t.hoH nluea 1n aocord-

ame with the d--.nda or modern tillea1 and fioall..y to uplore the 

poaa1bil1Uee of a a7nt.beais ot t.he valuu ot t.be ... tern oirillut1on 

and t.he I llluio to the good or aokind. 

!!!!. Conflict !?!! Present Ialu1c Co.uni t.z 

IA t.ha •lllia world, the grovinc WWN Oil t.he p&l"t. ot t.he 

••ae• ot their herita&• and <1e•t1n.Y today hu t.he reeponaib1Ut7 



or the reaponse to the present challenge into a wider spectrum or 
society". The intellectual, therefore, cannot merely superimpose in 

the light of' western training a moditioation of traditional values. 
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He JIWlt beware of the vacuum. that might thus be created. He must help 

to bring about a aolid replacement out or indigenous materials, albiet, 

perforce, a synthetic reconstruction. Can there be a so-aalled Pro-

testant revolt within Islam today? The Protestant Reformation in Europe 

paved the way for the relatively free development ot modern science, 

philosopbT and historical criticism. Conversely, when Europe lay 

dormant 1n its darkest hours of inquisitorial ignorance, mualilll thinker• 

had bean probing nature and philoaop:t>_r. 

The humanistic treni is important today not for the musli.lll 

intellectual alone but for the mass of mualim believers. Professor w. c. 
Smith of McGill University discusses the need for a synthesis or the 

Islamic religious tradition in terms of the intellectualist view of 

modernity-"a synthesis which, with due_ regard to Point IV, seems the 

auslim world's most fundamental need. 11 1 There is a steadily growing 

desire to adopt the techniques of modern civilization in pursuit of the 

national strength and welfare, and on the other hand a marked reluctance 

to abandon traditional ways or life and values. The deep attachment to 

traditional Islam manifests itself in varying degrees or intensity Ulong 

the different muslim countries. The musU.11ts from North Africa to 

Pakiatan are calling for economic and social reforms, insisting however, 

that such retorma should be undertaken in harmony with the principles of 

Islam. •The emergence or Pakistan is possibly the most significant 

lw. c. Smith, !.!!!.!!._ ~~Modern History (Princeton Univeraity 
Preas, 19.$7). 
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event in contaporary Ialam.•2 The fact that Pakistan is predominantly 

a mualim country" is not of particular significance, for so are Egypt, 

Syria and Iraq. What is singularly- interesting, however, is that 

Pakistan has declared itself as Islamic Republic and bas adopted an 

Islamic constitution, which has succeeded in reconciling the parliamen-

tary concept of limited government with the retention of the Islamic 

political and constitutional recognition or the universal sovereignty 

of God. 

By' an Islud.c 00111111unity PaJd.stanies Man a political community 

governed by the precepts of Isl.am as revealed in the ~uran am recorcled 

in the Tradition. God rules by delegating authority to the state of 

Pakistan, exercised through the people according to His limits. But 

it is one thing, say the critics, to liberalize a religious message; it 

is another matter to make it work. Inspite ot the efforts made so far, 

there is no clear definition of what an Islamic state is. The past five 

years have seen the steady revival of the concept of an Islamic colllllWlity 

(Unnah), especially- in Egypt. "Influenced by the idea of modern nation-

alism, this is not merely a community of faith but a political community 

as wen.•3 In Jordan and Saudi Arabia one sees and hears the frequent 

denunciations of western culture as a degenerating inf'luence upon muslilll 

societ7. There is a trend to insist on an Islamic basis for the 

national existence, interwar experience having showed that the m.uslilll 

intellectuals and political leaders had been unable to undergird the 

tranapiring change with a social philoaop~ acceptable to the masses. 

2P. w. Thayer, Tensions in the Middle East (Baltimore1 John 
Hopkins Press, 1958), P• 117. - - -

lAhmed. Hasan al Baquiri, Rel~ious Basis of Arab Social and 
Political Renaissance, (Al-Hilal lxv~ "our Arab fratroii"', January--r9S7. 
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But there are also other developments in Arab countries that tend 

to undermine the identification of national aspirations with a renved 

and active Islam. Everywhere in Iraq, Japt, Arabia, Syria and North 

Africa, governments are concerned with the economic and social evolution 

or their respective countries. As their progress toward reform acquires 

shape and meaning there is a gradual emergence or a proletariat and a 

middle class. As education becomes widespread, as services are extended 

to a larger portion of the population, these and other classes will 

demand greater participation and representation in the social and 

political process. As the gap between the few who have traditionally 

held power and the masses is narrowed down, new centers of power will 

arise demanding a role in political life. The possible transformation 

of the social structure from its traditional form may totally change the 

role play-ad by the various groups in Arab society and politics. 

One of the basic conditions of a free parliamentary system is 

the entertainment of alternative solutions, a fiexibility that permits 

change in accord with changing need, A system, says Najjar M. Fausi, 

baaed on doctrines preconceived cannot tolerate radical denation. On 

closer analysis, however, it would appear that the Islamic system is 

not unqualifiedly inflexible. The legislative power, to be sure, in 

an ideal Islamic st.ate belongs to the Quran, which contains God' a 

revelations to His Ummah or community. These revelations are not onl.T 

of religious order; they enn.aage a definite cin.l organization. Now 

the U.mah is based on Quran, hence it's essentially but 

also political, nature. The revelation of God to His community ia 

regarded as having stopped with the death of the Prophet Mohammed. 
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Islam, 1n its histoey since that time, undoubtedly has encountered lllaJl1' 

particular not explicitly- referred to 1n the Quran. Yet it 

has survived the ditficulties it encountered, manil'esting a fiexibility-

in the system of Islam. 

On this subject of flexibility I would like to quote the Italian 

scholar David Santillana. 

Having as its scope social utility, muslim law is easm-
tially- progressive, in much the same way as our own. It is 
not unchangeable and depending on mere tradition. The great 
schools of law agree on this point. The Hanafite school of 
law maintains that legal law is not unchangeable. It is not 
the same as the rule of grammar or logic. It expresses what 
generally happens and changes with the circuutance which has 
produced it. To apply laws which are founded in ancient usage, 
once that usage is changed, is to set oneself against general 
opinion and to prove one's ignorance of religion. The truth 
is that whenever a law is based upon the cutom of a particular 
time, that law must change when the conditions which called it 
into being have changed.4 

The impact of the West presents Islam with new probleu, new challenges. 

The problems are all the more difficult to deal with for ha?ing taken 

hold of Islam at a moment when it had just come out of a long period of 

isolation. Islam was caught, as it were, out of practice in dealing 

with them. 

There seem to be two alternatives for muslim nations on the 

question of nationalism. Islam firstly may continue in the path of its 

present evolution which will end in a total secularization of the state. 

Western writers would quote Turke7 as an ex.ample, though the writer of 

the present paper would like to opine that Turkey has been and will con-

tinue to be muslim. The other way for Islam is to restore traditional 

values, making them more flexible and adaptable to the needs of the time. 

~avid Santillana, nLaw and Societyn, in The Jegacy of Islam by 
Sir Thomas Arnold and Alfred Guillaume, (London, $6 , PP• J0.5;--150, 
317. 
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On the economic front which is related to the political one the question 

arises whether the muslim world will be condemned to division into 

absolutely sovereign states, at a time when the age of nationalism seems 

to be on the way out. European nations, in order not to die out, are 

in search of a larga-principle that could regroup their legitimate 

differences without destroying these differences. 

Will not Islam, constituted into independent nations, conceived 

according to the modern western type, run the risk of being definitively 

dissociate and at the mercy of great politco-economic groups? Since the 

unity proper to the muslim world is politico-religious, will it be able, 

in the face of the •great powers" of the world and of their presently 

strong economic structures, to find coherence sufficient to constitute 

a temporal whole? Will it be capable, in order to bring this about, of 

assuming the heavy economic problems regarding which its own traditions 

rsnain unarlSi.? Di vision into national en ti ties has emphasized the 

economic weakness of each muslim state. National independence has been 

bought at the price of economic subjection to some power or other. And 

economic subjection is the worst of all in that it is not felt as much 

as the political kind. It would seem that an extreme type of nationalism 

ultimately would prove disastrous. The very existence of the mu.slim 

world may depend upon the capacity of various muslim statesmen to 

emphasize collaboration and mutualism rather than the nineteenth century 

west European model of absolutely independent sovereign states. Some 

sort of federation, keeping intact the existence and autono.my- of the 

federating units, seems to be the most reasonable and realistic course 

of progress. The muslim world has the roots of its religious unity in 
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values that have properl.Jr also their iJDplications political and terrestial. 

It it is to maintain its religious unity-, therefore, it appears required 

at the present time to ensure itself of a sufficiently' strong economic 

base. 

!h! of ! Tradition 2f_ Political Theory 

Next may be noted, in the context or comparison of Islam with 

the West, a peculiar reason for certain or the difficulties or the Islamic 

community-. This matter is pointed up in the following statement by 

Dr. Elie Salim, Assistant Professor of Middle East Studies, in the School 

of .Advanced International Studies1 

The Arabs are suffering from deep and chronic enigmas that 
seem to play a subtranean role beneath this whole panorama of 
trouble and discord. The disturbing thing is that these deeper 
enigmas not only are ignored by politicians and reporters, but 
they are almost unknown. or the few thinkers who have made an 
attempt to tackle them, and then only superficially, it is 
signif'icant to note that the majority have been non-Arabs.S 

The tragic dearth of an organized tradition in political theory 

puts the Arabs in a relatively awkward position visa-vis the modern 

political ideas and institutions that they have adopted from the West 

in the past half century-. It is an easy matter to borrow the code 

Napoleon, to translate Swias laws into Arabic, and to introduce a con-

stitutional framework worthJ of the most advanced democracies. The test 

is whether Arabs are capable of enforcing these laws and managing these 

foreign administrative systems. To function properly the constitutional 

and. representative governments under which people in the Middle last live 

STbayer, ~• cit., Chapter IV "Problems 01' Arab Political 
Behavior•, by- Dr. -nie'saiim, p. 69. 
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must presuppose a long and mature experience in democratic public aerri.oe, 

rule of law, responsibility, and social cooperation. These basic 

requisites are never importedJ they must be lived, nurtured, am developed 

on the native soil. The abundant political literature ham.eel down to ua 

by- Arab writers in the clasaical period consists primarily of detailed 

historical descriptive exposition. A thorough investigation of these 

writings reveals the absence of free adventurous thinking (i.e., the 

courage to examine the state in isolation from Sunnah and Sharia), of 

anal.Tai&, and therefore of universal relevance. The totality, name:11' 

the civil entity, has rarely interested the Arab. His concern is more 

with the inmediate and the practical. This attitude explains in part, 

but only- in part, w~ Arab political writers have tended to ignore the 

state and have concentrated their voluminuous writings on the Caliph. 

The allegiance of the Arab is personal, and the domination of the personal 

over the public interest is at the basis of the Arab political problem. 

It is the record of history that most of the Arab rulers since 

the Unmayed period (661.-749) {in Islamic history this period had replaced 

the elective and representative institutions by kingship based on the 

succession of the son after the death of the father), with notable 

exceptions, have not treated their BUbjects with the high ideals of 

mualim religion. The argument may be raised that in the West the kings 

lived a no less corrupt life, and their behavior, therefore, can be 

justified by the spirit of the age in which they lived. As a •tter 

of fact, some of the rulers, for example Abu-al-Abbas, Muawi.Tah and 

Harun-ur-Reshid of the 'llnmqad and Abbaaide {7!>0-llll) dynasties were 

admittedly more representative and responsible, judged by the contem-

porary standards of government in Europe. They cared more for the 
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welfare or their subjects. They advanced and encouraged the pursuit of 

knowledge. One point should, however., be clarified. In the West there 

were political writers who, tlrough independent reasoning, were able 

to discern the excesses of their rulers and to restrain them through 

guidance., and at ti.Jiles through the .fomenting of violence. There was 

alway-a the intellectual element, which tempered the licentiousness ot 

kings and princes. Government in America a.rd the Western Europe has 

bean greatly- influenced b7 the writings of political philosophers like 

Locke, Mill, Monteaquieu and Rousseau. In the Arab world this balance 

is laoking. Governmental power was too strong tor the scanty intellec-

tual tradition in political speculation. 

Though hundreds of books exist on political history and on the 

legal aspects of the C&liphate, there is not a single authentic book 

in Arabic on political philosophy'. This is a serious matter especially 

in a land whose people have consistently- suffered injuaticea. Not only 

the Arab world but the whole of Asia is unfamiliar with the idea of 

natural rights and with the theory of government that holds the state 

reaponsible tor the protection and the promotion or these rights. 

Since the people as such are often passive, the fault cannot be 

attributed to them, but to their intellectual leadership. The real 

teat lies in whether the minds of the people are converted to a new way 

of lite that scorns that practice. The Egyptian fellah (cultiwtor) 

still refers to his superiors as Bays and Pashas, and it will take 

decades of proper education to persuade the average man of the Arab 

world, who has been a negligible entity since history was written, that 

he is really equal to the Pasha in the eyes of law. It will take an 
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equal amount of training in democratic principles under freely elected 

institutions to convince the citizens that by political status he ia 

equal it not superior to his administrators whether Mudir (director) 

or Mutaaarrif (governor). 

Some Consequences of the Lack or an Independent 
- Poliiical Tradition inthe Recent 

Centuries of Isla 

The eTi.dence that the government is the servant or the people 

and that the citizen can approach the latter am demand without tear 

aoi humiliation that his right be granted represents ioieed a great 

achievement. The greatest weakness in Arab administration is the 

absence or enlightened civic responsibility. The social setup in the 

Middle East tends towards the theory of authority from upward. In the 

gradual broadening of political horizons these inner conflicts and the 

narrow loyalties will eventually be resolved. The most formidable 

hurdle in the way of reform is the strong hold of traditionalism. It 

did not escape the eye of Mohammed Abduh,6 an outstanding Egyptian 

Reformer who sought a base from which to attack traditionalism. For he 

held that it was not really what was in the Quran regarding i'rea will 

and predestination that presented a problem. It was rather a rigidity 

superim.posed by Taqlid (blind obedience) which had seeped into the 

social order, creating apatb;y in the soul or even soul atrophJ'. For 

example, the institution o! charity, as a civil institution, was 

c0llllll8ndable at the time of its propagation by the Prophet, but it no 

longer can be tolerated as a political principle, as we shall show. 

~ohammed Abduh, Treatise~~ Unity Ef God. Sth edition 
(Cairo, 1926-27). 
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Such at l•st is the thought in the reinterpretation of Islam 

by the modern generation in some of the muslim countries. The concept 

ot charity implies the presence of second class citizens. The modern 

state abhors charity and thrives on responsibility. It considers itself' 

in duty bound to give shelter to the poor and food to the hungry. Modern 

civilization rejects the belief that the life of the poor depends upon 

the goodness of the heart of the rich. Unless right replaces charity, 

the theoretical foundations of Arab governments would remain fault,". 

It ia not merely charity as .manii'ested in Waqt (endoWJ11.ant) that is 

criticised here. The argument delves deeper into the oha't"itable attitude 

that permeates the governments. When the average citizen approaches a 

goverllMnt official, he feels that he is approaching one of incomparably 

higher status than himself'J he is afraid and hesitant. In making his 

request the citizen pleads with the official to expedite his business and 

to do it as a personal favour. He usually expects complication am delay, 

ard is prepared to request reminders from influential friends and 

politicos. It often happens that when an official has done what, in 

fact, is his duty toward you, he makes you feel that you have been the 

object of charit,". "To take for granted the matter o1' right and duty, 

reflects a democratic ethos. Present Islamic society still waits for 

dU1Dcracy to mature in the minds of the people. There is still a 

large gap between the government and the people, and much larger 

between constitutional provisions and the actual operation. 

Row to inculcate the spirit of public service am responsibility 

at all levels of adainistration is a serious question. The difficulty 

of the Arab governments in this respect is twofolds first the absence 
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or an adequate number of educated and trained citizens to fill the 

important posts in the adminiatrationJ and second, the reluctance of 

the educated few to accept government employment at the present scale 

of the salaries. Further Arab governments do not enjoy high prestige, 

which in itself would be sufficient to attract competent young men to 

the civil service. It is also doubtful whether the budgets of Arab 

governments can be substanti tally increased to provide tor higher 

salaries at a time when already more than half ot the budget is spent 

on salaries. The lack of human resources leaves the student or Arab 

and Asian governments in a sober mood, knowing that the most revolution-

ary of the laws cannot achieve without sufficiency or time, patience 

ao:l serious preparation the real reform that the enlightened man seeks. 

Since we Arabs are not steeped in democratic heritage, it 
is natural for our leaders not to comprehend fully their role 
in service, and many- of our leaders are not fully convinced 
that they are the servants of the people. It will be some 
time before this political philosoph3' is actually believed 
and followed. For our world has had the misfortune of breed-
ing masses who were always so poor, so ignorant, so reduced, 
so crushed by nature, religion and society as to accept their 
lot without question. For the Arab world, imeed for the 
whole of Asia an:l Africa, the problem of masses constitutes 
the deepest and most challenging problem of governments.7 

A society of Lords and masses cannot withstand the compulsions 

of the twentieth century unless the Lords are already conscious of the 

potential volcanoes that may erupt under them at any time. When they 

are aware or these possibilities, they may be led, willingl.1 or 

unwillingly, to break the tradition of history in Asia and the Middle 

F.ast to establish governments whose role is to elevate the total dignity 

7 Dr. Salem, EE• cit., p. 77. 
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or the citizen. Under the inf'luenca of communism, that wonderful devil 

that scares away ghosts, and under the impact of a consistent western 

challenge of the past t11> centuries, the masses of the last are awaken-

ing am demanding new rights. Their voice is loud and confuaedJ yet 

it anerges with force and potential. Every significant political 

decision is taken with the masses in Jllind. Their power for good and 

evil is incalculable. It is the trust of enlightened leadership to 

channel it to constructive ends~ Until this gigantic question is 

tackled effectively, there can be no talk about progress, freedom or 

stability-. 

Individual Apathy and Lack !?!_ !. Rational 
Approach E Nature 

The Arabs suffering is material am concrete, am is the most 

eloquent witness to the cruelty of nature and man. The problem of "man" 

is the fount from which all major conflict in Arab life now. The most 

pressing need is for the muslim intellectuals, who care for the construc-

tion of a better state founded on reason and dedicated to the proJ110tion 

of the fundamental and inalienable human rights, to start now, before it 

is too late, to disentangle first their own rulers, and then their 

people, from the restrictions of a self-imposed. theology such as to pre-

vent them from life in the world. Life in the world is subject to the 

reason, science, daring, curiosity and openness. These are stifled b;y 

an excess of preoccupation with poetry, imagination and m;,y1;hs. If man 

ie master of the earth, then he must deal with its intinite potential-

ities of mastery and command. It is the nature of the earth to be 

subjected and exploited by man in the process of elevating himself 
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Mter1.al.ly, lntellNtually and apirittMllly. Reaaon 1a t,ha M&llS through 

which th1a -tery 18 attained. Thia rational 1n~ation-general.J.y 

epeald.Dg-1• not readily aooepted bt the uiana, or whoa the ANba are 

part.. The Aaiana reapect nature, but theJ approach 1t. caut.iouJ.y. Beoauae 

they rear it, they clo not und••tand it. Victory, bolrewr, prenppoea 

uad_..tanr11ng. Wlth tha .renewal of l.eam1ng uong the Anba, a,-S ooue-

quent apane1on ot naion, a new aysteffl 1a being 110uldecl. It 1s still 

.....,17 to predict ita iapact on aooio-political develop,aent. 

Not t.o reepolli tul.13 to the chall.ang• ot nature 18 al:IMetul. 

!lat then are certain aituat.ione 1n whioh not lllOb oan be done. The 

heat of the desert, the dNrth o! industrial atwial, are enough to 

oau.• deepair. Egypt'• agricult.ure 18 -i:-rhapa the IIIOllt. ettio1-nt in the 

wrld, and Tat. ita people lift 1n tragic nd.a•Y• A IJUM'ey ot Arab 

•tes-ial conditiona, 1napu .. ot ne11l.,y .found oil in certain parte ot t.bll 

Arab voz-lcl, ehove thlt urgent need ot the Arabs tor subatant.ial aoonOllio 

aid. Thie 18 imperative beoauae balanced men U"e rareli, found in 

•on01d0 lliaery, and et.able pclitioal 1.nat1tu.t.1ona •• otten the truU,11, 

no\ only ot aolid men, but alao ot eolid eoonoaiu. 

The most prwaina prob).• facing mualia acholarablp aNU to be 

\he rwtatellant of ori&inal Ial.Ud.c principlu IW1U8 t.he heap ot tra&U.-

tional .ritual.a incorporated int.o, and aoa•tiMe ttQuat.ed 111th, the 

t\JDd ... ntal doctrines. Not aince the tenth ow,tury nu Isl.a been oon-

tronted with a great.er ohallange ot aelt-euaination than 1n the tirat. 

halt ot the tvent.1.th centQl'J'. "Between tna twelwt.h and .rd.Mtaent.h 

centunee, TeJardo eociety lapaed int.o scientitio and cultural 
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accompanied by political corruption and social d1sorganizat1on."8 Once 

again the civilization ot Europe and the Wast confronts the world ot 

Islam with the challenge ot its science, technologies and political and 

social ideologies. The future of Islam will undoubtedly depend upon 

the kind of response it will make. There is a heartening indication 

that muslim society is beginning to awake to the importance of reform. 

The muslim states at the same time are seeking to assert thamselves on 

an equal footing with the rest of the world. 

They seem to realize, vaguely, that their own institutions are 

no longer adequate for this age, and that nothing short of complete 

transformation and reorganization is sufficient to secure for them a 

place in the sun. In the new states frantic efforts are being made 

toward modernization. The urgent mood is dictated by the fact that the 

muslims have to accomplish overnight what the West achieved in a centur;r 

11' they want to benefit from the western progress. In other words., is 

it possible for a truly Islamic state to be truly democratic? Will 

muslim nations be able to work out a synthesis of democratic ideals and 

Islamic dogmas in a way that will give progress and stability? Will 

muslims be able to give up their political and social institutions with-

out discarding the religious? The future of Islam will depend upon the 

manner in which it reformulates its teachings and reorganizes its 

institutions. 

8raz1 M. lajjar, "Islam. and Modern Democracy", !h!_ Review 
Politics. Vol. 20, April 1958. 
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!.!!!_Concept!!!_ Sovereignty-~ Islamic Political Thought 

Men live by ideas. Ideas become concrete manifestations in a 

culture. The basic ideas that we have been discussing succeed and 

fail of being implemented through the formation of kindred ideas as well 

as in the forming of social institutions and mores. A case in point is 

the complex concept of sovereignty. Two contrasting viewpoints regard-

ing this question prevail in the world of Islam. 

The first school of thought holds th.at the absolute sovereignty 

of God cannot be reconciled with the sovereignty of man, unless political 

and religious spheres are recognized as matters falling into separate 

categories. It has been affirmed that no one in any Islamic state has 

realized the importance and necessity of a separation between state and 

church as a prerequisite for democracy as well as did Xemal of Turkey. 

In Egypt, Khalid Mohammed 1Chal1d9 and Al Abd al RasiklO hold that reform 

in Islam is contingent upon separating politics from religion, am that 

true Islam is adaptable to a JllOdern system of government if stripped of 

historical and stultifying traditions of the time. Islam would be 

compatible with form of government that promotes the general well-being. 

The second group is more consistent, though less liberal, in as 

much as it recognizes the principle of the sovereignty of God and the 

Sharia (tradition) as the source of legislation, but it seeks to harmon-

ize them with modern progress. "Thi• school of thought •intains that 

91. M. Khalid, Here (Cairo, 19$$). 

lOA. A. Rasik, !!!!!, ~~Principles Government (Cairo, 192.5). 
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the principle of popular sovereignty is compatible with the sovereignty' 

of God, on the ground that the former is only 'political sovereignty• 

whereas God is the •true soTereignty.•nll Since Islam is the true 

religion, its principles constitute the fundamentals of a true sover-

ei111V• There is no contradiction between the contention that tm 

nation is the source of authority and the doctrine that the Quran am 

Tradition are the source of legislation, because it is the nation which 

understands and applies them in the existing conditions. 

Destruction 2, Traditional !! ! Prerequisite 
!E£ !:h!, Reconstruction ,!!! Original Values 

A reformer has to understand that in matters of the mim and 

spirit, while some progressive characters ma;y adopt modern ways, the 

old conservative who rules goes on repeating word for word the teach-

ings of his forefathers. He (the reformer) must reckon with the 

enormous power of tradition and the dead weight of inertia. The question 

is not merely a matter of intelligent conception of the cultural aims 

in view. It is also one of economics. It is not surprising that 

enormous opposition is encountered by those who would bring new life 

into the old organism. What would become of the host of "Ule.mas", 

the Mufties and the Quadies (important officials of the administration 

of the justice) and so on, were it once admitted that "the Sharia was 

invention of the centuries after Mohammed's death and that his revered 

name was falsely invoked to validate it?012 

11Abbas M. Al Aqqad, Democracy !!!_ (Cairo, 1955) 1 pp. 62-63. 

12A. Guillaume., !!!!! (Fdinburgha R. and R. Ltd., tt.1. 1 1956) • 
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For the Wut the problem is an old one. It was faced b:, Europe 

at the Reformation am the Renaissance, and it ma:, wall be that Is.lam 

is now at the threshold of a Reformation; however., maiv of those who 

see that some reform is called for point ominously at the schism within 

the body of Christianity which resulted. It is on the other hand, in 

Pakistan that is found the most clear and the most uncompromising 

attitme towards the tradition of the past and the force of the modern 

historical criticism. Sir Syed Ahnai Khan (1817-98) held that it was 

illlpossible that there could be anr contradiction between Isl.am and 

science, insisting that Islam was in conformity with .nature. Syed Ameer 

Ali, the author of !2!, Spirit of Ialam,13 the most widely read of books 

1n man;y mualim countries demanded that the Quran shall be read without 

the interpretation put upon it by the "Ulema" who represent the unauth-

orised teachings of their ancient predecessors. 

The next outetanding figure in Indian Islam is Dr. Sir Mohammed 

Iqball4 (1876-1938) who asserted that the modern muslim must study what 

Jiurope has taught., must work out how far European experience can help 

in the revision., and if' necessary-, the reconstruction of Islamic thought 

without complete~ breaking with the past. 

The fall of Adam he (Iqbal) interprets much as Christiana 
do to-day-, as a parable of 'man's' rise from a primitive state 
of appetite to the conscious possession of a free self capable 
of doubt and disobedience and the emergence or a finite ego 
which has the power to choose. 10od will not change the condi-
tions of men until they change what is in themselves.' Islam 
during the centuries had created something like a collective-

13.Amer Ali, !!!,! Spirit 2!, !.!!!! (Londons Oxi'ord University 
Press, 1923). 

~r. Iqbal, !!!_! Reconstruction Religious Thought. 



vill•conscience, therefore one has to recognize that even tha 
immutability of sociall3 harmless rules relating to food and 
drink, purity and impurity, has a lite value of its own. The 
claim of the present generation of muslim liberals to rein-
terpret the fundamental legal principles in the light of their 
own experience and the altered conditions of modern lite, in 
fflT opinion, is perfectl3 justified.15 

Social Status of !!!, the Muslim 
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On the social life and especially the equality- of women, Iqbal 

says that he does not know whether equality in these matters is 

possible according to the muslim law. nin view of the intense consarT&-

tism of the muslims of India, Indian judges can not but stick to what 

are called standard works.nl6 This seems to be a poor stand. for Iqbal 

to take after the brave words that have gone beforeJ and it would be a 

poor consolation to a woman who by a mere rule had received the equal 

of her brother's share of her father's property to be told that the 

rule no longer asswnes the superiority of males over females, for such 

an assumption would nevertheless be regarded as contrary to the spirit 

of IslamJ "men have status above women".17 

"I, too, am most sorrowful at the oppression of womenJ But 

the problem is so intricate, no solution do I find possible.•18 This 

is the cry of a reformer who cannot grapple with the tremendous force 

lSQuoted by Guillaume in Islam, P• 161. 

16or. Iqbal, ~• ill• 
17Quran, 2, 228. 

18or. Iqbal, Short E2!!!!!.• 
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of inherited cuatom and practice. But the counteyl-9 he dreamed about 

in the nineteen-thirties now has given full voting rights to women, 

has reserved seats for them in the National Assembly am Provincial 

Legislatures, has appointed them as ambassadors and opened opportunitiea 

to them in various sectors of national life. This shCIIIB how Sharia baa 

undergone a revision. Egypt, the Sudan, Syria, Lebanon, Jordon am Iraq 

are all on the move. The changes which are being made illustrate how a 

definite attempt to relate the Sharia to the conditions of modern life 

and to more liberal view of human relations is being realized in posi-

tive legislation. 

It is abundantly clear that some hard thinking has pre-
ceded these changes, and one can not but admire the ingenuity 
of the reforms. The emancipation of the women has been argued 
on hwnanistic grounds; it is pathetic that a child who should 
be playing happily in the streets should be made to pertom 
the hardest of all duties, the bearing of children and the 
management of the home.20 

As a result of this deplorable state of affairs, the mother becomes a 

nervous wreck and the children are weak and f'eebleJ the practice hav-

ing a degenerating influence on the muslim stock. The evolution of 

law, it may be useful to recognize, is a slow processJ and one cannot 

expect rapid.advance when all the powers of the church an:i tradition 

can be marshalled against any proposal that is not in keeping with the 

corpua of the tradition on which theoretically the law is based. 

19Famous Lahore Resolution 1930. Pakistan Movement. 

20ottoman Law of Family- Rights 1917 (amended and adopted in 
modern Lebanon, Jordon and Syria) quoted in Islam by A. Guillaume, 
PP• 172-173. -
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On the point of this sub-head I would again make observa tiona 

with reference to Pakistan, this country being unique among the 11ualim. 

countries in that it has come into being with the conscious and declared 

aim ot showing the world what a tree and enlightened .lllWll:ia state should 

be. Mohammed Ashraf, the chief editor of Ialamic Literature, a quarterly 

magasine (Lahore, Pakistan), about whose paper Alfred Gulllaume--one ot 

the moat authentic authorities on modern Islam--has said that he does 

not know of a parallel among Christian periodicals to its broad toler-

ance, Ashraf disagrees with the theory that the Quran and the Tradi-

tion are of equal authority. 

society which desires to shape its legal and social 
structure on Islamic foundations must reexamine its attitude 
towards Hadith (Tradition) and decide the matter with open 
eyes and unbiased mind. What the Prophet said or did, pro-
vided it has been correctly reportedJ is of great importance 
1n explaining the real intent of Quran and its detailed 
application in a particular historical situation.21 

He is opposed to any blind obedience to a chain of authorities of which 

the present orthodox are the last link. This is no better than 

anceatorship. Aahrat demands that the muslims should evolve fresh 

principles of historical and rational criticism, re-examine an:l recodity 

the existing corpus of traditions, and then proceed on the basis of 

the Holy Quran, and the Hadith so selected and codified., towards a 

moditication or the existing body of Islamic lava. 

Islam is the totality or a culture 1n both its social and 

individual aspects; it is also a way ot life. It furnished those basic 

21Mohammed. Ashraf', Islamic Literature (Lahore, Pakistan, 191.aB). 
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emotions and loyalties which gradually unified scattered individuals 

and groups and finally transformed them into a well defined people. 

In fact., the movement £or Pakistan provides an example at its best of 

Islam as a people building force. The same tend.ency is discernible in 

the Middle East., instead of persisting with small national exiatences., 

an urge towards unity baaed on federal lines is taking place after the 

departure of foreign colonial powers., who had divided the area into 

tiny- states for the sake of administrative convenience consonant with 

the imperialistic interests. 

Th.a monopoly over the interpretation of Islamic laws by the 

traditonal "Ulema" is no more acceptable to the people. Their 

exponents feel that the transfer of power of Ijtihad (independent 

judgment) from the individual representative scholar to a muslim legis-

lative assembly is the only possible form Ijma (i.e., collective judg-

ment) can take in modern times. "The legislature as the representative 

of the people is alone competent to apply the principles of Islam to 

the lire of the community. 1122 

Following the liberal interpretation of Islam as made by 

Pakistani intelligelt.sia., the new constitution or Pakistan under 

article 198., gives the National Assembly the power to interpret and 

apply the Islamic principles. The Shariat in Pakistan is not to be 

regarded as a static code of action but a dynamic force., a concept or 
lire, not of law., a guide for the springs of action and thought. The 

new constitution is not the replica of the political organization of 

22Inatitute of Ialamic Culture., Lahore (Pakistan). Addresses 
or Iqbal, 1932. 
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the early days of Ielam when the conditions were altogether different. 

It is a modern constitution with Islamic ideology- as its guiding princi-

ple. 

It is neither pretended nor claimed that the finer elements 
of Islam incorporated in the constitution of Pakistan have fully' 
been realized. The evolution of democracy, whether Islamic or 
secular, in a new country is likely' to be slow, it meets with 
m&l'J1' pitfalls in its initial stages. The recognition of 
Pakistan as an Islamic Republic on March 23rd, 19$6 waa not the 
proclamtion of a reality but of an aim yet to be achieved.23 

In Indones:1a,24 no clear cut generalization can be made about 

the struggle between conaervatiff and reformist elements. But tor the 

younger, urban intelligentsia, from whose ranks much of the future 

leadership will be recruited, Islamic modernism is often a beacon in 

the storm, a new religious-philosophical rallying point around which 

personal ambitions and political and nationalist aspirations gather. 

At the same time, by the same token--the retention of Islamic principlea-

muslilll conservatism, exemplified by the political party N. u. (Nadwat-

ul-Ulema), offers effective competition to communism and nativistim and 

to proletarian centered ideologies (like the npopulism• of the P.N.I.) 

in the countrysideJ where economic and social dislocation is inconspic-

uous in as much as the village society is subjected to the eTer accelerat-

ing process of modernisation. 

Conclusion 

Inspite of the fact--a hard and undeniable fact--that muslim 

civilization has made a great contribution to the cultural heritage of 

2Jo. w. Choudhury, "The Impact o:f Islam in Pakistan•, Current 
History, June 1957, P• 339. 

24Najjar, !!2• ~• 
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mankind and especially to the concept expressed in the classical state-

ment of Aristotle that "What is just is equal", the J11Ualim world as a 

whole presents but a poor and miserable picture when seen tod83' from 

the viewpoint of the achievements of modern civilization in the fields 

of health, education, and other material standards or living. In view 

of the materializing goal of the modern welfare state, namely to enhance 

the total dignified and self-respecting life of the individual, muslim 

countries without exception stand centuries behind the West. 'l'he very 

survival of a civilization depends upon its capacity to adjust and 

respond to the challenges of changed oircumstanceJ otherwise the result 

is failure, frustration and ultimate demise. 

'l'he history or Islam has shown that it has extraordinary powers 

of adaptation. It has succeeded in absorbing apparently incompatible 

philosophies and nmtually contradictory religious conceptions, and it 

has silently abandoned others which it has tried an:i foun:i wanting. 

Its one danger is that the old forces of reaction will be too strong for 

the new spirit of liberalism, armed as they are with shibboleths am 

anathemas which can rouse the ignorant masses and terrorize men of vision. 

There are increasing contacts between civilizations and even 

between religions in the modern world, but the growth of mutual wider-

standing is discouragingly slow. Perhaps necessity will force the pace. 

Fruitful collaboration between the West and the Muslim world will become 

possible only if the West comes to understam and to appreciate the 

muslim people and their culture to the point of obviously wishing to 

see their problems solved together with its own, arrl to see their 

culture, together with its own, survive and flourish. Only with a West 
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that believes Islamic civilization to be worth defending will the muslim 

world in general be willing to aooperate. The surviYBl of the West itself 

is perhaps dependent upon this. 

To conclude with Professor Toynbee1 

Nov, in a world in which distance has been 1annihilatad' 
b;y the progress of western technology, and in which the western 
way of life ia having to compete with the Russian of lite 
for the allagiance of mankind, the Islamic tradition of the 
brotherhood of Man would seem to be a better ideal for meeting 
the social need of the times than the western tradition of 
sovereign independence for dozens of separate nationalities.2S 

It may be believed that there is enough wisdom, love and vision 

in the West to promote trust a.rd friendship between two well meaning 

peoples. There is 1TD1ch that is common to Christ's message of good-will 

and ·peace and to Mohammed's teachings of universal human brotherhood. 

The necassiv or such an understanding is obvious in an era of human 

civilization when two worlds are at stake. This fact, today, has the 

most profound of political, as well as moral and spiritual .meaning. 

2STo,nbee, The World and the West, Chapter II, •Islam and the 
West (New York and London, 19m, p. ,30. 
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